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SBA Bothered by Lack of Funding, Medical
School Gets More
BY MARK H ERSHFIELD
News Editor
The law school currently has twenty-eight student
groups. The SBA receives its budget from the Student
Administration (SA). The SBA then allocates funds to the
student organizations in the form of a budget and at subse
quent ad-hoc budget hearings. Over the past few years,
the GW Medical School has been received more funds than
the law school. The funding disparity is stark when viewed
in light of the fact that the law school currently has ap
proximately 1500 enrolled students, compared to the medi
cal school, which has approximately 600 students enrolled
in the four-year medical program. This situation has
troubled Zach Ellis, the SBA Director of Budget and Fi
nance. "We [the SBA] have maintained the position that
the Law School deserves funds that are at least compa
rable to the SA allocation received by the medical school,"
he stated.
In last year's budget, the law school did not receive
as much funds as the medical school. The law school has
consistently received on average $10,000 less than the
medical school even though the law school has 2.5 times
as many students. This disparity has been questioned by
several SBA leaders. "The [SA Finance] committee has
never explained to me or anyone at the SBA the basis for
the disparity between the Law School and the Medical
School," SBA Treasurer, Eric LaMons pointed out. Ac
cording to SBA President, Phil Tahtakran, "The SA allo
cation process continues to be suspect because of the sig
nificantly higher allocation that the Medical School re

ceives each year."
Last year the SBA requested $35,000 from the SA.
Overall, the budget allocation for the law school increased
over the previous year. According to Tom Meier, a law
school Senator in the SA who serves on the Finance Com
mittee, "The SBA [budget] was increased 26% or 27% this
year." This increase was limited by the fact that, "the SA
is apparently bound by regulations that only permit them

The Law School: GfV's Cash Cow?
to increase an organization's funding by a certain percent
age," Ellis explained. Therefore, Ellis pointed out that
"the SA stated that it had given the law school as much
money as it could in this year's allocation."
This system has been characterized as unfair.
LaMons expressed his belief that this rule is unduly harsh
considering that "there may have been some anomalies
last September that led to a significantly lower SA alloca
tion for 2000-2001 [$16,200] than might have otherwise
been approved." Meier agreed that in the past the SBA

has frequently not submitted adequate budgets. However,
Meier was quick to point out that "[the] SBA turned in a
well organized budget for this year."
The SBA has had to make do with the money allo
cated by the SA. Yet, the SBA and student organizations
have taken additional steps to ensure their financial sta
bility. The SBA has encouraged more co-sponsorship of
events with groups and the organization has held more
fundraising events than in the past. According to Ellis,
"We have already run several activities to supplement our
funding. Examples include locker sales and the SBA book
sale. We hav e also utilized funding from groups such as
Westlaw and Barbri."
Meier also has encouraged the SBA leadership to
"actively pursue the additional funding sources like Din
ing Services and co-sponsorships." He added that the Fi
nance Committee reviews these additional requests and
has approved requests ranging from "about $100 to over
$4,000." Ellis pointed out that these other avenues for
funding have been helpful, but "they cannot come close to
equaling the approximately $10,000 that SA would have
to allocate to put the law school on equal footing with the
medical school."
The SBA, however, is not currently running a defi
cit. Student organizations have received their funds and
ad hoc requests are still under consideration. LaMons has
stated that "the SBA is completely financially sound and
we have been largely on-target in terms of our expenses
and revenues so far this year." There may, however, be a

See FUNDING page 3

The Battle of the Bookstores Panelists Debate Worth of
Embargo on Cuba
BY B RANDON Moss
Staff Writer

Which is cheaper, Washington Law
& Professional Books or the George Wash
ington University Bookstore? According
to the students approached for this article,
Washington Law is the choice hands down.
Diane Kohn, a 3L, said that the only time
she has had to buy books at the GW Book
store was when Washington Law didn't
have one of her books. Prices? Service?
Convenience? Why do GW law students
prefer Washington Law? Andy King, a 2L,
said that there is a "perception that [Wash
ington Law] has cheaper books and more
used books [than the GW Bookstore]."
Isaeo Hidrobo, a 3L, prefers Wash
ington Law because it has "faster service
and it is easier to get books [there]." Kohn
said that she "[has] never been able to find
anyone to help get books [at the GW Book
store]." In fact, Kohn stated that in the past
Washington Law employees have even
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helped her go through used books to get
"the least marked up books."
Another factor that several students
mentioned is that the GW Bookstore is not,
in fact, the GW Law Bookstore, and instead
services a student population of up to 20,000
total students. This has only added to
King's perception that Washington Law is
"less crowded." During the beginning of
the semester, not only are law students
cramming the aisles of the GW Bookstore,
but there are also the students in the rest of
the University picking through the shelves,
since the law books are currently sand
wiched between the Latin and Linguistics
Departments.
It is also worth noting that the GW
Bookstore is currently under renovation.
Given that, the old entrance has been re
placed and expanded, and the aisles on the
lower level appear to be wider.
A recent examination of Washington
Law and the GW Bookstore was conducted
for this article to determine whether or not
the GW Bookstore is in fact more expen
sive. For many casebooks, the prices for
new and used books are about the same.
For example, for new editions of Civil Pro
cedure by Freer and Perdue ($62.95), Evi
dence: The Objection Method by Prater
($55), and Constitutional Law by Barron,
Dienes, McCormack, and Redish, the prices
were the same at both stores. Prices for
used versions of these books were compa
rable as well, with Washington Law more
expensive for Evidence: The Objection
Method ($41.95 compared to $41.25) and
slightly cheaper for the aforementioned

See BOOKSTORES page 5

Americans who wish to visit family mem
bers must undergo Herculean efforts to ob
tain general travel licenses.
Given the debate format, both panel
Last Wednesday, the Enrichment Lec
ture Series hosted a heated debate in the ists took positions in stark contrast with
law school's Moot Court Room on the topic each other. Hays, arguing for a stay of the
of the embargo on Cuba. Entitled "U.S. embargo of Cuba, began with an attempt to
Embargo of Cuba - Should it Stay or Go?," debunk what he thinks is a
the topic was debated by t wo knowledge mischaracterization of the embargo. "There
able and capable panelists, Ambassadors is a false impression that the embargo is
Dennis K. Hays and Sally Grooms Cowal. [US] policy toward Cuba," Hays explained.
Ambassador Hays, an alum of the George Rather, he asserted that the embargo is a
Washington University, is a retired mem form of sanction. "[They] are important
ber of the US Foreign Service and currently tools of diplomatic and foreign policy and,
serves as the Executive Vice President for as such, need to be maintained." Cuba is a
the Cuban American National Foundation. bad place that needs reform and, as neigh
Ambassador Cowal also served with the US bors, we should do what we can to help,"
Foreign Service, the US Mission to the UN, Hays said.
According to Hays, Marxist econo
and the embassy in Mexico. At present,
she is the President of theCuba Policy Foun mies such as that existing in Cuba implode
and, as a result, they need outside monies
dation.
GW Law School Professor Alberto to survive. To support this proposition, he
Benitez, the moderator of the debate, noted that by the 1990s, the Soviet Union
launched the event with a brief description had stopped filtering money into Cuba. To
of the current embargo on Cuba. Benitez prevent economic collapse, Hays says that
explained that since 1960, all exports to Castro undertook steps to liberalize the
Cuba have been imposed with an embargo; economy. "They worked and staved offeco
similarly, in 1962, all imports became sub nomic collapse," Hays said,"but the reform
ject to an embargo. The embargo on ex process stopped around 1995 and 1996, as
ports includes all products except medi soon as there was no longer an economic
cines, medical supplies, and food products danger." Embargoes encourage reform pro
receiving no governmental subsidies. The cesses because when the US "[denies] Cuba
embargo on imports makes it illegal to im access to more credible forms of help, it
port any product, whether it is of full or forces [Castro] to implement more meth
partial Cuban origin. In addition, travel to ods of reform."
Cuba is severely restricted; tourist travel is
See CUBA page 5
not possible under US law and CubanBY TASHIBA MONIQUE JONES
Editor-in-Chief
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Fools and Finals: A
Dangerous Combination

Letters to the Editor:
Security and Diversity in the
Post September 11th America

We Are One

Here comes that time of the semester again when 14 weeks of reading, Iec
tires, and outlining all come down to a few hours of fancy penwork in a flimsy
BY DAWINDER SID HU, 1 L DAY
BY SHELDON NOEL, 3 L DAY
jluebook. Oh yes, that time when the library study rooms are reserved for days ir
With the recent terrorist attacks and
idvance and all that can be heard emanating from the computer room is the steady
GW's Law School is blessed with a
subsequent
spread ofanthrax, we have come rich and vibrant minority community. This
teat of students pecking away at computer keys working on their outlines. Final
to realize American soil is notimmune from community is smart, active and composed
xams. Given the nature of law school exams, it's no wonder that students freak
the horrible acts of human indifference and of some truly incredible people. Leaders of
out the way they do during exam period. On the other hand, it's
hale that were seemingly relegated to for minority student groups are unsurpassed in
a damn shame to know that a measley law school exam car
eign lands. As a result, Americans are con their commitment to students at the law
bring grown men to their knees and literally make adult womer sumed by fear. In order to refortify the
school. Considering the demands ofschool,
cry like little girls. Really, it's just an exam, for God's sake!
nation's sense of safety and alleviate this their ability to organize and produce qual
People always freak out during exams, and it just increases persistent, almost palpable, anxiety, new ity events is admirable. I hav e not spent a
their level of stress because they treat the people around their
security measures are being implemented lot of time at other law schools - one law
all over the country. While changes in se school is more than enough - but I chal
horribly. The truth of the matter is that those around them art
either taking classes themselves and are just as stressed about curity are definitely necessary, a cost of lenge anyone to find another law school
some of these improvements is the civil lib with a better group of individuals. There
their own exams, or they have real jobs and don't need to lister
erties
of certain minorities.
can be no doubt that GW is better off for
to a whining student who doesn't know the first thing aboul
An area that obviously requires rein the contribution of its minority population.
"real stress." We implore you to really sit down and think aboul
forcement is airplane and airport security.
It is important to recognize that
the idiocy of your behavior during finals period. You have from
Innovative cockpit door mechanisms, the work of minority groups is not just a
the beginning of September to the end of November to absor
armed air marshals, and random searches contribution to minority students, but one
the class material. If you regularly attend your classes anc
in airports are examples of the latest meth to the law school as a whole. Minority law
keep up with the assigned reading, you only have to worry aboui ods of enhancing security in airplanes and
students have unique concerns, such as the
the task of preparing an outline. Okay, no big problem. If you airports. More than these innovations, how scarcity of attorneys of color in the upper
are somewhat of a mediocre student who attended some classes ever, are unfettered discretionary measures echelons of the profession and the need for
that, while ostensibly increase security, ac adequate legal representation in minority
some of the time, then you have a little more work to do. You're
tually
deprive minorities of essential rights. communities. Our student groups commit
going to have to read assignments and outline at the same time
Specifically,
airport security personnel can themselves, every day, to addressing these
Still, this is doable and no major crisis. But, if you are a dare
force a person to remove religious cloth concerns.
devil and skipped classes so often that you forgot you were
ing, and airline employees can oblige a per
Everyone, not just the minority stu
enrolled in them, then you will need the help of a higher powei
son to leave a flight if the crew or passen dents, enjoys the fruit of their labors. For
to get you out of the hole you have dug for yourself. You wil
gers do not feel comfortable in their pres example, when BLSA does an outstanding
have to read assignments and outline and get your hands or
ence.
tip session it is not just BLSA members
enough money to bribe your professors into giving you a good
There are numerous confirmed re benefiting; it is the law school as a whole.
grade. You should be stressed; in fact, you don't even have the ports of Arab- and South Asian-Americans Even if the entire audience was composed
being instructed to remove headscarves and of black students, GW still benefits by
spare time to be reading this article right now. But the fact is
turbans in order to board their flights, and graduating talented, well-educated attor
that you brought it on yourself and there is no reason to com
being directed to leave their flights simply neys. The same is true when SALSA raises
plain and annoy everyone else around you now.
because of their appearance. It seems to me, the issue of backlash against Sikhs and
We are all ad ults. Everyone has taken an exam in theii
our fear and consequent need for increased Muslims as a result of the recent terrorist
life before at one time or another. It is true that law school
security has manifested itself in a most un attacks. Discussion of this issue will help
exams are a rare form of beast specific to the law school com
acceptable and constitutionally damaging ensure a more tolerant and compassionate
munity that are unlike anything you've ever faced before or practice of denying certain individuals the
body of future lawyers. On their face, these
could conjure up in your wildest dreams, but there's no reasor
rights to exercise their religion and be free events seem to speak to the group respon
o act like a fool during finals period. Stressing out, whining, cursing out your from arbitrary and unequal treatment.
sible for organizing them. If we do not be
amilv and friends, and refusing to comb your hair or use deodorant is ridiculous
These are natural rights that are ap long to these groups, we see the flyers and
n hi gh school, you freaked out for the SAT, but you got into college. In college, plicable to and appropriate for not just one keep walking, but we all need to stop and
nation or one people, but for any state com take a look.
vou freaked out over the LSAT, but you got into law school. Two months ago, yoi
prised
of any people at any time. Thus,
Freaked out because your girlfriend thought she was pregnant, and it turned out she
I speak to prospective students all the
Araband
South Asian-Americans are be time about why they should come to GW.
wasn't And now in law school you freak out over finals. Don't you think it':
ing clearly told they are not only perpetu During these conversations I never fail to
ibout time you stopped being so damn freakish? During exams, learn to take it al
ally suspicious or un-American, but that the mention the quality of the faculty, the
in stride and try to avoid the Fool's Final Exam Fever.
universal rights of religious freedom and strength of the student body and, of course,
equal treatment no longer extends to them. the narrow stairwells in the library. I also
Polls indicate most Americans are boast about the minority population. I don't
willing to sacrifice some civil liberties if it just tell this to black students or Asian stu
means the general public will besafer. How dents but to all students because it should
ever, requiring Arab- or South Asian- have the same effect regardless of race; it
Americans to remove religious attire or exit should be a draw to this place. This is a
airplanes leaves this nation not with safer great place for minority students and, as a
skies, but with a false sense of security and result, it is a good place for all students.
a perverted conscience. If a Muslim woman
Editor-in-Chief Tashiba Monique Jones
takes off her headscarf and boards her plane,
Managing Editors Andrew Thompson
how can this possibly make other passen
gers subjectively feel more secure, or ob currently permits this injustice. While ex
News Editor Mark Hershfield
Features Editor Eddie Gomez
jectively safer from terrorism? How can traordinary times call for extraordinary
Opinion Editor Angelia Wade
Americans, in this modern age, associate measures, the new security measures can
terror with an article of clothing that is so not include unequal treatment or religious
Staff
sacred to some minorities, or with an en intolerance.
Erik Baptist
tire mass of people who are "brown?" How,
The inherent beauty of the American
Gualberto Garcia Jones
in this diverse nation, can minorities be system of laws can only be pr eserved and
Paul Meissner
subjected to such humiliating treatment extended if the governed are able to sus
Brandon Moss
because others wish to relax their fear in tain it, the social and political acceptance
Sam Schneider
an unquestionably trivial fashion?
of this injustice suggests this system is not
Arab- and South Asian-Americans being upheld but undermined. If such se
15 pub'"s^ b'-wceki-v *T
.
°rThc George Washington tfriwoiy
Law School It* office
are losing their rights to equal treatment curity measures are allowed tocontinue, mi
v located in Ihe basement at 2008 G Street N\\. Washington DC 20052. <202) 676-J879
hfemdono1 n^^lyrefleatitevicwsofnieGeorge WashmgtonUniversity Law School or
and religious freedom, and it is a grave in norities will be subject to more discrimina
n"»™? *** mt°mi
^ r",
Op™™
«« reflective of
justice that this deprivation of civil liber tory treatment, so long as the war on ter
lrt,c,es
source of "formation is identified, and an attempt is made to present
n
^
a balanced view In letters the veracity ot statements is strictly the responsibility of the authors)
ties is not being corrected. We are allowing rorism proceeds. What's more, the diver
,eaCn"- announcements, cartoons or opinion p,eces submrtted bv
r,t!
~ P^'leatWn
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rights of minorities to be trumped by sity America prides itself on will be revealed
B""i1*,ubroi0rd iB W ordPerfect, on a diskette,
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which w^ be returned approximately one week alter publication Letters should be no longer than 400 words and other
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NEWS FROM THE GW COMMUNITY

In suspense ... waiting for the journals"
Due to illness, the Journal Advisory Committee has not yet met t o decide the future
of the journal selection process. The meeting is set to take place some time follow
ing Thanksgiving Break. The Nota Bene will cover any changes when they become
available.

"A Modest Success"
All second year law students who registered for classes received the classes they
selected (with the exception of classes with extremely low enrollments, which have
been canceled). Several classes, such as Criminal Procedure and various seminars
were closed out, however, before all students were permitted to select their classes.
Several complaints were mentioned concerning the quality of course selection for
the spring semester.

"Paper Jam"
The Student Association has formally opposed the University's plan to restrict
printing in the Gelman library. The University has previously stated its desire to
use G-World cards for printing to combat the increased costs of printing campus
wide. Many law students print in University computer labs to avoid paying for
printing in Burns law library. Under the University's plan, this option will no
longer be available. The vote by the Student Association signifies, however, that
the University's plan may not be implemented without a fight.

"An inside view of the world's 'political hotbed'"
On November 6Ul, the law school was visited by Dr. Ruslan M. Myrzalimnov, a
visiting Fulbright Scholar from Kyrgystan. Dr. Myrzalimnov offered his views on
his nation and the surrounding areas. Those in attendance for the brown bag lunch
were treated to a full helping of international law and politics.

"Burn your textbooks!"
Due to reports that the SBA is planning to hold their second book sale at the
beginning of the spring semester, it is strongly advised that students do not burn
their Ia>y books. Students can both sell their used textbooks and buy used textbooks
for future courses. Last semester, prices at the book sale were substantially less
than prices at neighboring bookstores.

"Digging in the dirt"
Last Thursday, leading forensic expert Michael Baden, M.D. visited the law school.
In the past, he has served as the medical examiner of New York City and has
performed autopsies for many profile cases, including the O.J. Simpson case and
the investigation of American Airlines flight 587.

"Wet Carpet-

The SBA Beat
Planning for next semester's activi
ties was the main theme of the final Stu
dent Bar Association meeting for the fall
semester, which was held last Tuesday
night. The SBA also discussed a number
of events and deadlines that will close out
this semester.
SBA Treasurer Eric LaMons an
nounced that reimbursement requests
should be filed by t he last day of classes,
November 29, because the reimbursement
accounts are being shut down in prepara
tion for the end of the semester. In other
end-of-the-seinester news, it was announced
that the SBA's Program Board is planning
an end of the semester party, with details to
be forthcoming. The Community Service
Board is also planning a clothing drive to
be held after Thanksgiving. In addition,
the SBA discussed a plan to bring old law
books to an area prison for donation to pris
oners.
Looking ahead to next semester, the

scramble for the available resources in the
coming months. "We are confident that we
will be able to provide funding for all of
our student organizations through the rest
of the academic year. But... we will most
likely use all or virtually all of the funds
available to us," said Ellis.
The lack of funds for law school
groups has had a negative impact. "Be
cause of shortages of funding, student
groups like Lambda Law have been denied
the chance to attend conferences to which
other Law Schools routinely fund student
attendance," stated Kenny Wright, the coPresident of Lamda Law. Wright also
pointed out that student groups are a major
asset to the law school and under-funding
of these groups could harm the law school's
reputation. Dweynie Paul, the Treasurer
of BLS A agreed that, "it certainly goes with
out saying that if the student organizations
are allocated more funds, then we will be
able to better serve our fellow students."
The SBA continues to try to receive
more money in the form of a supplemen
tary budget from the SA. Ellis pointed out
that, "we would like to receive a supple
mentary allocation to cover at least some
of the needs of our new ad hoc student or
ganizations, but we have received no de
finitive feedback from the SA on this mat
ter as of yet."
The GW Hatchet has previously re
ported that the SA still has more funds that
may potentially be allocated to the various
schools at the George Washington Univer
sity. T his had made some in the SBA hope
ful that the budget would be supplemented
in the future. However, this optimism has
turned to pessimism as the semester has

gone on. "Those of us in the SBA had
strong hopes that this disparity could finally
be resolved this year, but so far that has not
been the case," concluded LaMons.
The SA is currently considering po
tential changes to their future budget allo
cation system in response to the newly
implemented student fee. In his words,
Meier backs a proposal that would "deter
mine proportionally how much each school
contributes to the total SA budget as a per
centage, then take off about 10-20% for the
administrative and executive expenses to
run the SA and to have reserve or co-spon
sorship fund, and then divide the remain
der based on the initial contribution per
centages." Such a plan would result in an
increase in budgeting for the SBA, but such
a plan has yet to be adopted. Meier's plan
would also satisfy the concerns of students
like Ned McCrakin who expressed his ap
prehension that his tuition dollars were be
ing used to subsidize other schools at the
University. "Is my tu ition going to subsi
dize the other programs at GW? If so, we
have a problem ... I'm going into debt for
my education, not anyone else's," he said.
Such concerns are perhaps the under
lying factor in the entire debate. Another
underlying factor is the message that some
student leaders feel this budget situation has
sent to the law school. "The George Wash
ington University's appropriation of funds
to its various schools and departments is a
reflection on the value the University places
on that specific school or department," said
Paul. After looking at the budgeting dis
parity between the lawand medical schools,
she concluded that, "the law students find
this insulting."

Traveling with Confidence
BY PAUL MEISSNER
Staff Writer

The tragic and unexpected terrorist
attacks on September 11th have forever
changed the way Americans think about
travel. Airports that were once centers of
commerce and travel became literal ghost
towns. Airline stocks dropped, and major
layoffs were announced. The once proud
airline industry, the cornerstone of Ameri
can mobility, fell to its knees. On Novem
ber 12, 2001, exactly two months and one
day after 9-11, American Airlines Flight
587 plunged into Rockaway Beach killing
all on board and several on the ground.
SBA discussed the law school ski trip,
Over and over again, authorities have said
which is scheduled for the weekend of Feb
that this tragedy was due to equipment fail
ruary 8th- 10th, 2002. Tentatively, the trip
ure and not because of criminal or terrorist
will cost between $216 and $285, depend
causes. In fact, this was just another such
ing on the number of roommates each trip
failure in a long list of manufacturer-related
attendee is willing to have. The cost will
accidents.
include housing accommodations, most
However, in the wake of these airlinemeals, two days of lift tickets, two days of
related tragedies, George Washington law
ski rental, one night of night-skiing, access
to a spa, and ice-skating. Ski lessons and
snow-tubes will be available for a small fee. lot (the lot is located on H Streetacross from
Revisiting a topic from the prior the law school). Tahtakran pointed out that
meeting, SBA President Phil Tahtakran told since construction would be necessary to
the SBA that he has been assured that the install a bike rack there, the move would
problem of excessive noise in the quad be "take a while" to implement.
hind the law school has been taken care of
In closing the meeting, the SBA dis
by the university. Tahtakran said that any cussed an article in The New York Times
events in the future will be preceded by that indicated that many universities have
"plenty of notice" to the law schoolthat such been approached by federal authorities and
an event is taking place.
asked to provide information about foreign
Tahtakran also updated the SBA students. Some SBA members expressed
about the continuing problem of bicycle their support and sympathy for the prob
theft from the law school's back patio. He lems that f oreign students may be having
explained that there is a possibility that a in response to this action. The next SBA
bike rack for law students could be installed meeting will be held in the Spring 2002
near the guard shack of the faculty parking semester.

On November 15, 2001, the basement of 2008 G Street, home of the GW Interna
tional Law Review and the Nota Bene, had to be pumped free of water several
inches deep. As of press time, GW Maintenance had a floor diyer set up to dry the
carpet. With the recent lack of rain, the cause remains unknown, although a
problem with the plumbing remains a possibility.

BY SAM SCHNEIDER
Staff Writer

FUNDING FROM PAGE 1

students are not afraid to travel. Juan Carlos
Flamand, a 2L told Nota Bene, "I feel just as
safe as I did earlier this year. It is very un
likely that something will happen. [I just]
go on as [I] did before and don't dwell on it
too much." "Unless you are at O'Hare Air
port, I generally feel safe about flying," added
Steve Price, a 2L referring to a recent inci
dent where a person managed to bypass se
curity at Chicago's O'Hare International Air
port carrying box cuttersand other suspicious
items.
Some students believe that the recent
tragedies have caused an increased aware
ness of the problems in air travel. This
awareness has been a driving force in mak
ing air travel safer and more secure. Mat
thew Algeri, a 2L showed confidence in air
travel when he asserted that "air travel is
more safe [now] than it was on September
lO"1, but we didn't even know it was unsafe
back then."
As to the question of fears of f urther
hijackings, "I know that in regard to what
happened on Sept. 11th, people are going to
rise up against [terrorists]," said Mr. Price
referring to the heroism on Flight 97 that
crashed in the hills outside of Pittsburgh.
"The terrorists are not going to be as effec
tive [as before]," Mr. Price maintained.
On the other hand, at least one student
expressed concern about traveling during the
impending holiday season. Aaron Golub. a
3L, showed concern about flying after the
recent airline tragedies. He said, "If I were
going somewhere, I would h esitate to travel
[by air], I am not as confident [about air
travel] as I was [before September II"1]"
Editor's Note: As of our deadline.
Congress has not yet passed a compromise
airline safety bill.
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ONE (HEL)L
BY E RIK BAPTIST
Staff Writer
I hav e learned many things over the with a bunch of my friends from college
last 4 months. However, there is one maxim that night to hear a local band play at a bar.
that speaks more truth than the rest: Law Now fast forward to four pitchers of beer
school is like running without underwear. later. Since law school has completely
Let me explain. Back in college, my room killed my tolciance, let's just say that I was
mate told me how much better he ran when wasted.
he didn't wear any underwear. Too much
At the end of the night, I deci ded to
information, 1 know (and you never had to head home. I rememb er getting into a taxi,
see him without underwear). However, this but then the night gets hazy - very hazy.
past summer I finally gave it a try and, let My next recollection still confuses me to
me tell you, he was
this very day. I f ound
right. Without the
myself locked out of
My next recollection still my apartment wearing
constrictive presence
of underwear, my body
nothing but my boxer
confuses me to this very
has more freedom to
shorts (I was also bare
move, which maxi day: I found myself locked foot to make things
mizes my running
even worse). Some
out of my apartment
ability. It also feels
how, I had left through
wearing nothing but my
good.
the rear entrance of my
boxer shorts.
And now you're
apartment and the door
asking, "Erik, what the
had locked behind me.
hell are you talking about?" Good ques The only things back there are storage units
tion. You see, in law school, people love to and the laundry room, so I still have no idea
give you their advice on how to study and why I would even want to go back there.
what you should be doing with your time. Either way, it was freezing cold, but I
But in law school, you have to do your own couldn't wake up'one of my neighbors for
thing by finding out what works for you. help at 3 in the morning - especially since
Some people can party throughout the se I wasn't wearing anything but my boxers
mester, study hard for a month, and still (trust me, it was a rather scaiy sight).
Anyhow, I went inside the stairwell
end up at the top of their class (ok, this is
just wishful thinking on my part). Some of my apartment, which is the only unlocked
people bury their heads in the books, stress part of the building, and decided to try to
themselves out for the entire semester, and pick the lock. Then, I drunkenly remem
still earn the worst grades in the class bered how MacGyver was able to pick a lock
(again, this is what I'm hoping for). And with random items he found. So I searched
still others moderate their social and aca for objects that could potentially unlock the
demic lives while maintaining a respect door. All I was able to find was a penny
able GPA.
from a washing machine and a note card
My point is that you just can't worry attached to a door. After tiying every pos
what others do, because we all have our own sible combination of using these items to
way of doing things that work for us. Simi open the door, I realized tliat MacGyver was
larly, some people feel that they need to just a fictional TV show, so I just gave up
sport underwear when they run, while oth and fell asleep on the cement floor until the
ers don't. But beware (especially of me on morning.
Saturday mornings)! There is actually a
When 8 AM rolled around, I decided
lime you have to worry about other people: to knock on some doors to see if someone
this occurs when you are taking a short had a key to the door of the corridor that
break from your Saturday morning run by leads back to my rear entrance. With luck
silting on the steps of the Lincoln Memo on my side, one of my neighbors was home
rial, gazing off into the distance, and think and was able to unlock the door. She had
ing about how great your country is, only just moved in that Saturday night, so she
to realize that you are exposing yourself to didn't know any better than not to open the
every man, woman, and child who is visit door to a strange guy who was only wear
ing his underwear (sounds like something
ing this historic site. God bless America.
A couple issues ago, I wrot e, "I may Gary Condit would be doing). It turns out
be a law student, but I'm also an idiot." that I was the first person in the building to
Well, I'm going to show you how these greet her. Welcome to the neighborhood, I
words of wisdom became even more appli guess.
So what did I lear n from this experi
cable to my life the other night.
Let's go back to a couple Saturday ence? You can't pick a lock with a penny
nights ago. It had been a very long time or a note card. I will also never take sleep
since I had partied hardcore (actually, it had ing on a bed for granted ever again. And
just been 2 weeks), so I decided that this most importantly, I real ized that I'm more
night would be my la st fun night before I of an idiot than ever before.
had to start studying for finals. I went out

20 Questions
By

ANGEUAWADE

1. Why don't people ever provide me wi'th a nswers to the 20
questions?
2. Who feels cheated out of winter break because your last
exam is on the 18th?
3. How many of you couldn't wait until I took those braids
out of my head?
4. Can I pretend to be Jewish so I can go on that free trip
to Israel (thanks, Jessica)?
5. How many licks does it take to get to the center of a
Tootsie Pop?
6. Doesn't GW cost too much for the crap we get?
7. Where has all the free pizza gone?
8. Who knows that BarBri will extend its "absolute dead
line" again?
9. Did you know that there is only so much trash you can
put in that middle circle labeled "Waste"?
10. How many 3Ls have made a spring schedule for which
they have no exams?
11. Do you know that just because the Redskins won a few
games in a row, it does not make them a good team?
12. Did you know that Target is pronounced "Tar-zhay?"
13. Does the cart lady have a veggie menu?
14. Does my t uition build cash value?
15. Have you tasted Au Bon Pain's Harvest Pumpkin soup?
16. How many of you no longer lick envelopes due to the an
thrax scare?
17. Don't you think it's about time you stopped wearing
shorts and sandals?
18. Don't you think that the law school should start serving
breakfast?
19. Do you still have tar stuck on your shoes from the
street?
20.How many of you are hoping that those turkey sand
wiches last through finals?

Are you tired of the common law?
Bored with office work?

Why not intern at the
Taliban Supreme Court?
Gain experience in
alternative dispute resolution.
Get valuable tips in torture, execution and
government contracts!

The Taliban Supreme Court: where
the book really is thrown at people!
Visit our website at www.WeOppress.com to
day to see our openings! Rapid advancement
opportunities are available! Many positions
expected to open in the immediate future!
For those of you who ha\>en t figured this out yet: Yes, of course this ad is fake!
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BOOKSTORES FROM
PAGE 1
'
Civil Procedure ($47.20 versus $47.25) and Constitutional
Law ($41 as opposed to $43.50).
The most glaring price difference was for Bluebooks,
which cost $14.95 at Washington Law and $19.25 at the
GW Bookstore (it should be noted that the GW Bookstore
advertised used Bluebooks for $14.50, but none were to be
found). Hidrobo points out that overall Washington Law
has a "better selection of used books [than the GW book
store]." Casebooks are laid out for each course in the GW
Bookstore, while at Washington Law cashier assistance
was needed because everything was mixed in together (at
the beginning of the semesters the books are organized by
course however).
Washington Law and the GW Bookstore did differ
as to the prices charged for study guides.. Only Washing
ton Law had used copies of some of the study guides, and
some of these even dated back to the early 1990s (an
Emanuel Law Outline from 1993-94 could be found strewn
across the book cart outside the store). The GW Bookstore
and Washington Law were equally more expensive on cer
tain items. Washington Law charged $23.95 for an
Emanuel Law Outline in Property ($20.95 at the GW Book
store), $25.95 for an Emanuel Constitutional Law Outline
($27.95 at the GW Bookstore), and $22.95 for Law in a
Flash: Corporations (GW Bookstore charged $22.95). It
is worth noting, however, that Washington Law occasion
ally has specials, such as a recent coupon placed in law
school mailboxes for "10% off o ne study aid" (expiring
November 30, 2001).
So why go to the GW Bookstore? Well, there are the
benefits of one-stop-shopping, since the GW Bookstore
carries everything from office supplies to GW Colonials
boxer shorts (although they don't seem to have them for
the law school), while Washington Law's office supplies
are limited to the pens sold by the register. Kohn pur
chased her notebooks at the GW Bookstore, because they
had "the special legal margins." Nonetheless, when classes
start or finals creep up, ther
e are several places to get books,
flash cards, or outlines, and students seem to follow their
preferences in deciding which bookstore to entrust with
the important task of providing their much-needed legal
supplies.
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in Earley November

into Washington, D.C. Richards felt that the "roads are
bad" due to the funding, and that there needed to be better
distribution of the transportation funds in Northern Vir
For students living in the Washington, D.C. metro ginia. In addition, Richards thought that another hot trans
politan area, over the past several months the commercial portation issue is improving access into Washington, D.C.,
airwaves were continuously filled with political ads, in part and expanding the Woodrow Wilson Bridge.
because this is an off-election year. There were no federal
Many students living in Virginia, with the benefits
elections this year (next year brings a slew of elections for of automobile ownership, face the disadvantages of the
the House of Representatives and some Senate seats). In unpopular car tax, which previous administrations in the
stead, there were two gubernatorial races, in Virginia and Commonwealth have promised to repeal (the latest being
New Jersey, along with some key mayoral races, including that of outgoing Governor Jim Gilmore). Elmendorf said
New York City.
that she had to pay the car tax even though she is not a
Most of the local political ads centered on the elec Virginia resident, and felt that this was another hot issue
tion for Virginia's governor; the Commonwealth had not facing the incoming governor. Finally, Richards also as
witnessed a Democrat win office since 1989. Because of serted that education is an issue that she feels is a "peren
Virginia's one-term limit for the governorship, this race nial campaign issue that speaks to people who vote," which
featured a competition between the former Attorney Gen are most likely to be those with children.
eral (Mark Earley) and outsider Mark Warner, who had
It may have lacked the excitement of nightly updates
accumulated a fortune from the private sector (and is a on recounts and the involvement of the Supreme Court,
graduate of The George Washington University). At times but this year's elections were very pertinent to the law stu
the election drew heat from both sides, and this was well dent population. While students were not as explicitly
reflected in their ads. Aaron Tax, a 2L,and the Vice-Presi adorned with political paraphernalia this year, the elec
dent of the GW Law Democrats thought that "Earley's ads tions were still local, even though it was not to decide who
were deceptive and scummy." Abby Richards, a 1L, sup would be residing down the street at 1600 Pennsylvania
ported Warner based on some of his literature that she read, Avenue.
which she felt was "well thought out." In the end, Mark
Warner was elected governor of Virginia with fifty-two
percent of the vote.
Based on interviews for students in connection with
this article, it appears that law school student activism in
this election was minimal, aside from voting. In fact, many
students were not even registered to vote in Virginia, but
instead kept their residencies elsewhere. For example,
Richards lives in Virginia but maintains her residency in
Oklahoma. The same is true for Wendy Elmendorf, a 2L
who also resides in the Commonwealth but is a resident of
California. Despite the fact that many law students were
not registered to vote in Virginia, the impact of th e elec
tion will resonate throughout for those living there. Ac
cording to Tax, one of the key issues facing Virginia is
public transportation; Richards echoed this concern be
cause she often drives to the Rosslyn metro in order to get
BY B RANDON MOSS
Staff Writer

CUBA FROM P AGE
"When Castro dies, the regime will
be interested in succession, not transition,"
Hays explained. "They will maintain that
they will have to continue operating a po
lice-state to prevent the US from harming
them." Hays' solution is to figure out cre
ative ways to help individuals in Cuba - to
give them a chance to form a stable infra
structure when the Castro regime goes.
Accordingly, Hays appealed to the audience,
asking that we, as Americans, "attach our
selves to the cause to increase the integrity
and prosperity of the Cuban people."
In response to and in contrast with
Hays assertions, Cowal placed the issue of
the embargo in the context of the current
terrorist crisis. "We're living in a new world
since September 11th and I'm concerned
about 2001 and establishing new policy that
will decrease the terrorist threat," Cowal
stated. "I'm going to focus on the present
and the future, not history. Those who were
adversaries before can become our allies
now." While Cowal admitted that Cuba is
not a likely ally, she asserted that the US
should not foreclose that possibility. She
also noted that in the midst of September
11th, t he US is now talking with countries
that were once thought to be permanent
enemies. Thus, "if we can do it with [other
countries], then we can do it with Cuba."
Although Cowal supported a forwardlooking approach on the issue of the em
bargo, she did forcefully denounce Cuba's
actions in the past. "There is no excuse for
Cuba harboring fugitives or spying in the
years past," but as a centrist, Cowal's ide

"•

ology is to "support a policy that is in
America's best interests." For forty years,
she maintained, the policy has been to bring
about democratic reform in Cuba and for
forty years, it has failed. "As a centrist, I
ask would you support a company that has
forty years of failure? Of course not."
Cowal also pointed to the economic
reality of the embargo to support her posi
tion against it. She stated that the embargo
costs the US millions of dollars, citing a
figure of "up to one billion dollars a year."
Cowal characterized this cost as "real pain
suffered by real Americans, especially when
we are in a recession that has no end in
sight."
Like Hays, Cowal ended her argu
ment with an appeal - but to Hays rather
than the audience. She asked Hays and his
organization to "stand with President Bush"
and follow his example of building allies
instead of taking such a strict stance on the
issue of embargo.
After each panelist had the opportu
nity to present their side, they were given a
limited amount of time for rebuttal. The
audience was then given the chance to pose
questions to the panelists and attempt to
dismantle their various arguments.
The program was well attended by
students and a few key politicians. This
debate was only the first of five to be held
across the countiy between these two pan
elists. As the matter of the embargo of Cuba
continues to be reevaluated, the Nota Bene
will continue to cover such issues as they
develop.

Intellectual Property has a
New "Home" at GW
competitions and four moot court competi
tions open to students in the Intellectual
Property field, free of charge. "You have
Last semester, Professor Robert written a paper... why not enter it in a com
Brauneis, armed with the input of students petition? The worst thing that happens is
and faculty, set out to create a Law & Tech nothing happens," Brauneis suggests.
nology website. According to Brauneis, this Brauneis also pointed out that moot court
website was created with the purpose of competitions in this field tend to be "fun."
The website has already assisted at
"attempting to showcase the intellectual
property areas of the law school," and "to least one student in winning a competition.
come up with useful information for stu Matt Vlissides recently won the George
dents, faculty and even practitioners." The Hutchinson writing competition. He stated
website has three main components: a re that he became aware of the competition
search guide, a calendar of events anda list "after visiting the [law and technology web]
site." Ian Oli, an International LL.M stu
of competitions.
Many students may be pleased to dent won the Finnegan prize for a paper
know that there is now an easier way to that he wrote fora seminar on Multinational
research topics in the field of intellectual Protection of Intellectual Property. Oli ex
property. Inform ation previously existed on pressed his hope tliat his victory proves "in
the library website, but now there is one spirational to other international LL.M stu
place to go to solve these research issues dents who come to GW to study IP law."
Oli also won the 2001 G.C. O' Donnell
making it m ore convenient for students.
For years, there had been many events Copyright Essay Prize.
While the Law &Technology website
in the intellectual property arena (which
includes areas such as internet issues, e- is a new creation, it has thus far proven to
commerce, genetics and communications), be a useful tool for IP students. "We could
but the information had not been widely do more, but the site is relatively new,"
dispersed. Brauneis created this website to Brauenis pointed out. Professor Brauneis
"put [the information] all in one place." maintains the website and he is open to
The DC Technology calendar lists area suggestions on how to make the website
events, symposiums and hearings in the more helpful to students and faculty.
For any individuals who wish to view
field of intellectual property. The goal is to
encourage students to enrich their educa the website, it is located at:
http://www.law.gwu.edu/tech
tion by attending some of these events.
Currently, there are sixteen writing
BY M ARK H ERSHFIELD
News Editor
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Student Organization Spotlight:
HLSA on the Move
BY ANGELIA WADE
Opinion Editor

to specifically recruit minorities. Valoy is
hopeful that HLSA can host similar joint
minority recruitment programs in the
The Hispanic Law Students Associa- Spring,
lion is on the move. I had the opportunity
In keeping with technology and just
to sit down with Mimi Valoy, the in time for Fall exams, HLSA has a new
organization's education chair, to see what way of distributing outlines via e-mail,
has HLSA so much on the move.
HLSA members send an email to the EduThe Hispanic National Bar Associa- cation Chair, (Mimi Valoy), and she sends
tion (HBNA) Moot Court competition is one them out to students so they can print them
of the events that HLSA is highly antici- for free at Gelman. Valoy is proud that the
pating. The seventh annual HBNA will system is efficient,
take place March 14-16 in Chicago, IlliHLSA, however, is not staying connois and its aim is to promote mastery of fined
to the George Washington campus,
oral and written skills and to provide an HLSA is not only hoping that employers
opportunity for law students from across the will come to GW to recruit its members,
nation to gather in an exciting educational but it is also sending out its members to
environment. Law professors, attorneys, recruit more Latino students to come to GW.
and judges will evaluate participants in the Valoy reports that Edgardo Galleno repreCompetition. HLSA is sponsoring a GW sented GW at the 19"1 Annual Puerto Rican
team of 3 and will pay for the travel ex- Legal Defense and Educational Fund hosted
penses, room and board for the students, by Pace University in New York. Galleno
As it stands, the competition is only open had the opportunity to talk to undergraduto 2Ls and 3Ls. Valoy offers th at HLSA is ates and to distribute GW materials,
looking for the best students to represent
Finally, GW's HLSA keeps in step
G W.
with the Hispanic National Bar Association
More recently, on October 16, Vftloy through attendance at their conferences,
hosted a DC Public Defender Service re- Valoy toid Nota Bene that the most recent
cruitment luncheon for HLSA and BLSA attendee at the HNBA conference was
students. Four attorneys came to talk about HLSA's vice-president, Matt Galen. The
what they do, why they do it, and why they report back to the organization was that the
love working at the Public Defender so national conference was an amazing netmuch. At the end of the session everyone working opportunity for Latino law students
was taking applications and planning on to meet successful Latino attorneys from
applying. Valoy states that HLSA appreci- across the country. In addition, the attorates places coming to GW to specifically neys found time to develop relationships
recruit our students of color and we need to with the law students in a social setting,
encourage more of them to do the same. Overall, HNBA attendees were impressed
They hope that more students of color will with the structure of the conference and felt
apply for jobs like this and that more em- part of a larger community of successful
plovers will make the effort to come to GW Latino attorneys.

Turkey Trot

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

1

2

3

4

Across
1 Wanes
5 Center's forte
9 Nose
13 Tipper's man
14 Glisten
15 Ms. Fitzgerald
16 Sudden & complete with
drawal
19 Joan of Arc, for one
20 Garfunkel & others
21 United Nations Ed. agcy.
22 Lyric poems
23 Narrow cut
24 Prescribed amount
27 The other one
28 Existed
31 Delete
32 Leg bone
33 Pacific island herb
34 Ankara
37 Singer Redding
38 Spar
39 College in Albany, NY
40 Scarlet
41 Apportion
42 Tropical fish
43 Lug
44 Fill a soup bowl
45 Unwrinlded
48 Announce a job opening
49 Luau garland
52 Post Thansgiving treats
55 Sheltered from the wind
56 Covered with grime
57
Office
58 Inert gas
59 Oodles
60 Statesmanlike
Down
1 Breakfast order
2 Start a computer
3 Soft cheese

4 DC VIP
5 Jiggers of liquor

13

HI

6

6

17

19

20

18

28

36

37

36

39

41
43

55
58

30

49

50

51

42
•|44

47

52

29

33

36

46

28

"

27
32

U

45

12

23

31

40

11

21

22
25

1
1

10

'

14

18

24

7

i'

48

•
1

53

56

56

6 Zeros
7 Also
8 Unreasonably irritable
9 Cap
10 Fraternal club members
* 11 Actor Guinness
12 Boxer's goal
14 Loose rock debris
17 Thingamajig
18 Group within a group
22 English rode group
23 Football maneuver
24 Scenery
25 Talk pompously
26 Full of flavor
27 Not these
28 Alarm clock, for one
29 Stadium
30 Legumes
32 Election list
33 Unoriginal
35 Gemstone
36 Accustomed
41 Small particle
42 Mouth-watering

54

M

57
60

43 Subway need
44 Attics
45 Mr. Musial
46 West Point mascot
47 Cookie
48 Laborer
49 Apostle
50 Periods
51 Capri for one
53 English lavatory
54 Pledge

On Thank sgiving Day all
over Am erica, fam ilies sit
down lo dinne r at the
same moment - ha lftime.
• • • Author Unknown

By GFR Associate* • PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY12104 • Visitour web siteat www.gfrpuzzlei.coi

Crossword Answer on Page 11

TOP TEN DO'S AND DON'T'S
DURING THE EXAM PERIOD
BY TASHIBA MONIQUE JONES
Editor-in-Chief

1. DO know the correct day and time of all your exams.
2. DO stick with what works. If you're a 2L or 3L and you aced exams last spring semester, don't try
anything new. On the other hand, if you bombed exams last semester, it might be a good idea to
try something different. If you're a 1L, try a little bit of everything just to be on the safe side.
3. Always DO have a back-up disk for your papers and outlines. If you don't, DO try and keep
liquids away from your computer so you don't spill anything and cause your computer to break
down.
4. DON'T let yourself go. There's no excuse for coming to school uncoordinated, unshaven,
uncombed, unkempt, or unbathed. And you always have time for a breath mint.
5. If you must snack while studying, DO snack on fruits, vegetables and other low-fat foods to avoid
gaining 10 pounds within a 3-week exam period.
6. DO avoid the 75+ page outlines. Simple is always better and once it's over 75 pages, it's no longer
an outline — it s a book. Also, DO try and prepare your own outline — you'll learn the material
instead of memorizing it and you'll be better familiar with it during the exam.
7. DO go to review sessions and your professors' office hours. You may think you know all the
answers, but there's always one new thing you learn that you didn't know before.
8. DO get a good night sleep the night before your exam. If you don't know it by the eve of the
exam, you won't know it after staying up all night - you're a lost cause by then.
9. DO actually read during the reading period! That is not the time to have an extended
I hanksgiving break. You will see your family and significant others again for Christmas.
10.1X3 relax. DO breathe. DON'T study 24-7 and DO take study breaks. For example, if you study
for 3 hours, spend 1 h our partying or relaxing. Finals are important, but they're not the big deal
everyone makes them out to be. You will survive.
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POINT-COUNTER-POINT
Abortion: Anti-Choice or ProDeath?
Point:

Counter-Point:

BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JONES

BY TASHIBA MONIQUE JONES

It is essential to a properly function
ing society that the will of the individual
be free, respected, and protected by the gov
ernment. No reasonable person would ar
gue with this maxim; then again, being in
law school and under the impression that
my m ind is currently being taught how to
work in a critical legal manner, I succumb
to the administration's tutelage, and for
better or for worse try to dispute the mean
ing of an "individual." What constitutes
an individual holds a meaning so crucial
that, although our country happens to be
unified by grief, it serves as a cornerstone
in a political rift that is erecting "a house
divided."
First, I would like to compare the "in
dividual" in the context of abortion with
the definition of "individual" in another
case, slavery. This comparison should not
be taken as an insult to people who hold
contrary views to mine regarding abortion.
I don't believe that the founding fathers of
this nation, my ancestors, nor a majority of
the population of the world until recently
were evil. Yet, I do propose that the dark
history of humanity is not an anachronism.
Personally, I see abortion as our mod
ern day equivalent of slavery. Public opin
ion was not against slavery during the time
of its institutional practice in our nation,
just as public opinion is not against abor
tion today. In Dredd Scott v. Sanford,
the Supreme Court of the United States de
creed that "Negroes," whether or not they
were slaves, had been regarded as persons
of an inferior order at the time when the
constitution was adopted and, therefore,
could not be citizens eligible to bring suit
in court. In other words, the Supreme Court
was willing to deny individual rights on the
basis of skin color, just as we deny indi
vidual rights today on the basis of fetal de
velopment.
Many people argued in support of the
"economic rights" of the south, much like
we argue today for the "Reproductive
Rights" of a woman. The parallels are
astounding. Reproductive Rights groups
argue that abortion serves to alleviate pov
erty by allowing the woman to decide when
it is economically beneficial to have a child.
I cannot believe that what is termed by many
as family planning would involve eliminat
ing your own progeny. I agree that women
should be able to decide whether to have a
baby without government intrusion. Yet
choosing abortion as a rubric of this deci
sion implies that women have no control
over their sexual practices (where the fam
ily planning should really be made) and are
inextricably led by animal instincts.
Southern slave holders and northern
slavery supporters also argued that without
slavery the south would be enveloped in an
economic vacuum, and poverty would deci
mate the south. In both cases the parties
which are the subject of our discussion are
powerless and voiceless, they are not con
sidered
individuals.
Here,
Reproductive Rights advocates would say,
"but the parties most affected are
the pregnant women, the only true individu
als," just as tire slave supporters argued that
the affected parties were the slave owners,

also the only individuals. In response to
these claims, I point to the fact that of the
few women I know that had an abortion,
all of them say that it was the grimmest
moment of their lives; but their life goes
on, their voices are heard, and they renew
their family lives. The babies lose their
lives and are stripped of their humanity,
much as the slaves lost their freedom and
their humanity even in the light of our laws.
In what part of our secular laws or
moral code do we hold the voiceless guilty?
A murderer is considered innocent until
proven guilty, and yet a fetus is
considered expendable tissue without the
right to a judge, juiy or trial. No consen
sus has been reached declaring at what
point life begins. For all intents and pur
poses, terminating a pregnancy is a shot in
the dark -the target being the most defense
less being known to humanity; the act, the
most supreme act of negligence. On the
other hand, our laws are strict in
enforcing criminal codes that impose longer
sentences for a crime committed against a
pregnant woman. But why, if it is merely
her body and nothing else? Do we have a
separate sentence for crimes against a
woman with a tumor? Of course not! There
is something out of the grasp of human
understanding, and that is the potential for
life. In what other situations do we act ra
tionally to suppress the potential for life?
The potential for life is life. Our laws do
not (should not) regulate an individual's
potential for life, this is what is known as
freedom.
Our Declaration of Independence
decrees: "We hold these truths to be self
evident, that all men are created equal; that
they are endowed by their creator (•whom
ever they may chose to believe, that is*)
with certain unalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. That, to secure these rights,
governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just power from the consent
of the governed; that whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the right of the people to alter or
abolish it..."
This most important document
should protect unborn life, even if we are
not able to exactly classify when it becomes
an individual. A di scussion of when life
begins is irrelevant and pretentious, since
it would be something limited by ou r im
perfect scientific understanding of the
world.
It is unfortunate that so many
people feel that merely because the major
ity of pro-life activists are religious and
Christian (in ouf nation at least) govern
ment action against abortion is based on
religion and constitutes a breach ot the sepa
ration of church and state. I hope that I
have shown through my arguments, none
of which are based on religion, that
abortion tears at the multi-cultural fabric
that holds our nation together. Until abor
tion is abolished as a part of our society, we
will know no national harmony.

Like my distinguished colleague, I
must also defer to my law school education
and be guided by an alysis, logic, and rea
son in formulating an opinion on the issue
of abortion and what constitutes an "indi
vidual." I mus t say, I ha ve heard many ar
guments against abortion; yet, this is my
first exposure to a pro-life argument based
on the analogy between slaves and a fetus.
First, I begin with my opponent's
underlying premise comparing slavery to
the issue of abortion. Given that I am prochoice, I am certainly not offended that I
am being compared to slaveholders who not
only enslaved, beat and belittled other hu
man beings for years on end, but also op
pressed an entire race of people. But I
would l ike to point out the difference be
tween the two situations. Slavery involved
a systematic enslavement ofan entire group
of people based on the assumption that
blacks were inferior and, as such, ought to
be used as animals. Abortion, on the other
hand, involves the right of the woman to
control only what goes on inside her body.
While my opponent makes a good
argument for comparing the slave with no
rights to the fetus with no rights, I propose
another way to look at the matter. As we
all know, s lave women had no reproduc
tive choice -they were raped by slave mas
ters and forced to have sex with otherslaves,
just so th ey could create more "property"
for their masters. Regardless of whether
they wanted children or not, they had to
have them; they had no say in the matter at
all. Similarly, by outlawing abortion, my
opponent wishes to revisit that era. If you
tell pregnant women that they have no
choice over their bodies and must repro
duce, regardless of their decision, you are
embarking on a 21" century form of sla
very. Still, it is slavery.
The main source of contention really
is, whose rights are more important -those
of a pregnant woman or an unborn fetus?
Mr. Jones asks, "In what part of our secular
laws or m oral code do we hold the voice
less guilty?," maintaining that "a fetus is
considered expendable tissue without the
right to a judge, jury or trial." Let's take a
close look at this argument. In analyzing
whether a woman's rights should trump an
unborn fetus's rights, we must look at what
both parties to the dispute desire. A preg
nant woman seeking an abortion wishes to
terminate her pregnancy. That is undis<
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puted. But what does a fetus want? Mr.
Jones correctly characterized an unborn fe
tus as "voiceless." We don't know whether
it wants to enter into a situation where it
isn't wanted or simply be destroyed and
forego a life a hurt and pain. Are we to
assume that every child that was a product
of their mother being forced to have them
is happy that they were born? Is living a
life full of bitterness, anger, anguish, and
economic instability really better than no
life at all? I think the children born into
these situations would beg to differ with Mr.
Jones's default rule declaring that the in
terests of an unborn fetus are always at odds
with the pregnant mother.
Pro-life advocates would retort my
argument by maintaining that other options
are always available to a mother that does
n't
want to keep her baby. Again, I ask, who
would that benefit? Would it benefit the
millions of couples and individuals beating
down the doors of adoption agencies just
waiting to adopt that child? No, I don't
think so; the only profile in high demand
for adoptions are white babies. Would it
benefit the mother who has to experience
nine months of a bodily intrusion, not to
mention the economic burden that she must
face? No, 1 don't think so; the emotional
turmoil of giving a child for adoption may
exceed that of terminating a pregnancy.
Would it benefit the child whose life was
spared and will now be placed in a loving
and caring environment with persons that
will rear the ch'ld as their own? It would if
that fairy tale was a reality, but unfortunately
it is not.
I would also like to respond to my
colleague's mischaracterization of abortion
as "the most supreme act of negligence."
Contrary to popular belief, women don't
always get pregnant from voluntary sexual
acts. Sometimes, they are raped, molested,
and drugged. Is it fair to characterize a
pregnancy resulting from these situations
"acts of negligence?" If M r. Jones would
carve out an exception for these and simi
lar cases, where do you draw the line and
who has the right to draw it?
The fact is that women are the only
ones who can and should be able to make
decisions concerning their bodies in the
early stage of a pregnancy. In the end, they
are the ones who have to make the difficult
decision and they are the oneswho will have
to live with that decision.
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CDO Special:Writing Effective Cover Letters
BY CAROLE MON TGOMERY, CDO
CAREER COU NSELOR
During the Winter Break, and even
before, many of you will be preparing your
resumes and cover letters to submit to em
ployers. While cover letters may be very
important to some employers and of lim
ited value to others, you must write every
cover letter as if it were very important to
each employer. In most instances, the cover
letter is the first writing sample an employer
sees, and many students make the mistake
of not putting enough effort into their cover
letters. It can be a daunting piece of writ
ing because you must sell yourself, and you
probably have not been in very many situa
tions where you have had to do that. Be
cause there is nothing worse than staring
at a blank screen, the following tips may
help you get started.
To begin with, plan on drafting your
cover letter after you have finished writing
your resume. The truth is that solid, tar
geted cover letters can be more difficult to
prepare than resumes. Acover letter should
supplement your resume, not repeat what
is in it. You should pique the employer's
interest and make the reader want to re
view your resume.
The cover letter should synthesize
your background and experience in a way
that is uniquely relevant to a particular
employer or type of employer. The cover
letter is your occasion to express your in
terest in the employer and explain why the
employer should consider hiring you. This
means that you will have to do at least some
research up front on the employer before
writing the cover letter, and you will have
to be able to articulate in a few sentences
why you are interested and why you are
worth interviewing. Generally, employers
will read cover letters - maybe not on an
initial screen, but most certainly if you make
it to the interview stage. Make specific
references to theemployer to show you have
done some research. Remember that the
reader is pressed for time, so make the cover
letter worth reading. References to em
ployer size and other generic terms (e.g.,
"I am interested in your firm because you

have many different practice areas") scream
"merged" letter and are a disincentive to
read on.
Generally, there are three types of
cover letters. The first type is one that is
targeted to a specific employer. In this let
ter, you state why you are interested in that
particular employer AND why you are a
good fit. This type is the most time con
suming because each letter must be unique.
However, these probably have the highest
rate of success, especially with the more
sought-after employers.
The second type is more general. It
is targeted to specific types of employers
(e.g., full-service law firms, boutique spe
cialty firms, government agencies that fo
cus on specific kinds of work, trial judges,
etc.). For these, you can have very similar
letters going to the various employers, but
you should still try to personalize them as
best you can. You also still have to do some
research on the employer. This type does
not have as high a rate of success as the
employer specific letter, but can still be ef
fective.
The third type, an even more generic
targeted mailing, has the lowest rate of suc
cess. This is where students take a broader
approach and write many employers that
may have little in common with each other,
and where the letters are all very similar.
Some general rules regarding format:
1. The length should be one page.
2. The letter should consist of three
or four fairly short paragraphs.
3. The font and paper should be the
same as those you use for your resume.
4. Include your return address (you
don't need to have your own letterhead).
5. Include the name and address of
the employer. If you have a contact, write
that person, even if your only connection is
your alma mater. Otherwise, try and get
the name of a human being (recruiting co
ordinator or hiring partner is fine). You
may need to call the employer to obtain that
information.
6. Have your letter proofread. Do not
depend on Spell Check. Mistakes, gram
matical or typographical, in the cover let
ter (or your resume, for that matter), will

signal the end of your candidacy.
For the content of the cover letter,
there are somevery basic components. First
of all, introduce yourself (what I call the
"who I am and what I want" portion of the
letter). State your class and/or when you
are graduating and your law school. If ap
plicable, you should also mention the con
tact who recommended that you write tothe
employer. The basics are key, but you also
need to grab the reader in this first para
graph and make him or her want to read
on.
In the next paragraph, you should
explain your interest in the employer (geo
graphic location, practice area, etc.). This
is the p art of the letter that should reflect
your research, and as a general rule, the
more specific it is, the better. It is also fine
to state you are interested because the em
ployer does many things and you are still
exploring a variety of areas. Try to say in
telligent, specific things about the employer,
but DO NOT just quote oft used "buzz
words" from the employer's web site or
other marketing materials. Also, be realis
tic about the types of work you are likely to
do.
In addition, in this paragraph or the
next, you s hould sell your attributes (what
I call the "what I bring to the table" sec
tion). This requires some self-assessment
as you do not want to restate what is on
your resume. List two or three points you
want to make about yourself. Don't just
give unsupported statements (e.g., "I am a
great writer"); provide examples that illus
trate the attribute. Share with the employer
your greatest selling point (e.g., your five
years of Capitol Hill experience, your edi
torial position on a Journal, your class rank,
etc.). (See the sample cover letters in the
CDO Student Manual or the Job Search
Correspondence handout available in the
CDO Resource Library or on the CDO web
site at www.law.gwu.edu/cdo/forms/
coverlet2001b.pdf). This is also the time
for you to explain "special circumstances,"
if applicable (e.g., time away from school,
grades are not within the parameter set by
the employer, etc.).
In the last paragraph, thank the

reader and give your contact information.
Be sure to let the employer know if you will
be in the geographic area on a specific date
or if you get back to that location on a regu
lar basis. Try not to ride off into the sunset
- suggest ways to connect. Whatever you
say you are going to do, be sure to do it.
Some final thoughts about cover let
ters:
1. Develop a writing style that is
comfortable for you.
2. Keep the cover letter short and to
the point.
3. Avoid excessive use of "I" (I feel,
I believe, I am confident that).
4. Use the active voice.
5. Be polite, confident and profes
sional.
6. Avoid negative implications.
7. Be assertive but not overbearing.
8. Be respectful but not overly defer
ential.
9. Don't try to be humorous or clever.
10.Don't be afraid to follow up to in
quire about status (two weeks is probably
the right amount of time) or to provide up
dated information.
11.Don't forget to sign the letter.
12.Be yourself, but be your best self.
Don't confess shortcomings.
Hopefully, these comments will
supplement the information available in the
CDO Student Manual in the handout on Job
Search Correspondence (which is also
available on the web). Let me reiterate that
cover letters are one of the most difficult
pieces of advocacy that you will have to
draft, and a well-drafted cover letter will
serve as an important piece in a successful
job search. A solid cover letter will take
several hours (and not all at one sitting) to
perfect. So take a stab at a draft, and re
member that you aren't going at this task
alone. The CDO Counselors are always
available to review cover letters and would
be more than happy to assist you. Take
advantage of the many services and re
sources the CDO has to offer. We look for
ward to helping you achieve your career
goals.

Monsters, Inc.: Dodge the Kids to Catch a Good Ride
BY P AUL MEISSNER
Staff Writer
It may seem a little unorthodox for a law student,
but for this week's movie review, I decided to go see Mon
sters, Inc. It was between that and Shallow Hal, and I
heard that Shallow Hal was pretty bad. So I figured, why
not?
Monsters, Inc. is set in a bizarre parallel dimension
populated by an interesting and diverse assortment of crea
tures. As one of the movie's most creative twists and
themes, the monster world obtains its electrical power by
having its citizens enter the human world and scare chil
dren. The monsters then collect the screams and return
home with the stored energy.
On one of the scaring missions, a little girl sneaks
through her closet door and enters the monster di
mension. The plot thickens with the adventures of
two working-class heroes: Mike Wazowski and
James P. Sullivan ("Sulley") who both work at the
monster power plant. With outlandish and hu
morous results, the movie's heroes attempt to
get the little girl (appropriately named "Boo")
back home.
Building upon the legacy of Toy Story
and Toy Story 2, the movie is yet another
stage in the courtship between Disney and
its subsidiary, Pixar Studios. The anima
tion of the movie is quite well done and the

voice-over acting is second to none. With his wisecrack
ing and crude sense of humor, Billy Crystal gives a great
performance as Mike Wazowski, a short green ball with
only one eye. John Goodman provides the voice ofSulley,
a large hairy creature who is the top worker at the power
plant.
Monsters, Inc. is good for children of all ages (yes,
that does include some of us). However, unlike
Dreamworks's most recent eye-candy production, Shrek,
there was little to offer adults here. The movie was a
little predictable in the plot, and the humor is not
enough to make adults roar with laughter. None! >
less, Monsters, Inc. is an excellent movie and an
joyable experience. It is a good example of fa
y
entertainment for the holidays and not a bad « y
break.
If you go to see Monsters, Inc., unless yoi
e
small children of your own, I recommend going i
e
last or second to last showing of the night. The mo
s
a great experience but little kids can really get in the
y
of your enjoyment.
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Spring, 2002
McKenna & Cuneo
Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition
At least $1,500 in Prize Money
All rounds argued before
Federal Judges
Final Round at the U.S. Court of Federal Claims
Great networking opportunity
Obtain 1 hour credit
Post-Competition Reception at McKenna & Cuneo

No Government Contracts experience required!!!!

For Information on the 2001 Competition,
including the competition problem, judges,
prize winners, etc. see
http://www.law.gwu.edu/facweb/sschooner/comp-00.htm
For more information, please contact:
Jessica Tillipman
(202) 328-8431, jtillipman@law.gwu.edu
Chairman, McKenna & Cuneo Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition

or
Professor Steve Schooner
(202) 994-3037, sschooner@main.nlc.gwu.edu
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The Be-Attitudes of
Thanksgiving
BY ANGELIA WADE
Opinion Editor
Finally, a holiday (well, at least one sanctioned by the
law school)! This week we will have a few days off to cel
ebrate Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving is a holiday where the
family comes together to give thanks to God for all of the
blessings they've received throughout the year. I've outlined
(no pun intended), a few thingswe should keep in mind when
we sit down to dinner with our family and friends, no matter
our religion:
Be thankful for life because so many people lost their
lives this year. The events of September lllh proved that we
are never truly safe wherever we may be and that life can be
taken in a split second and in a most unlikely way. Many of
us lost family and friends to the tragedy and consequently, a
part of us. In fact, however, everyone in this country lost a
part of himself or herself to the attack. Still, be thankful that
you are alive. Be relieved that additional lives were not lost,
and that bravery and the American spirit still exists, as evi
denced by the souls who fought back on the last hijacked
plane. Sometimes it does us good to just be grateful that
much worse did not happen. With all the things that can
threaten to take life, such as playing dodge with the cars on
Pennsylvania Avenue, the city's murder rate, terrorist attacks,
anthrax in the mail and stress, it is good to be able to say tha
t
we have survived one more year.
Be thankful for the holiday itself. Come on now, we
have been in school without a break for twoand a half months.
I don't recall getting the day off for Columbus Day,Veteran's
Day, or the IMF meetings. As a result, we have been going
full force since Labor Day. That is enough to warrant stuff
ing and piece of apple pie. If you can just hold on for a day ro
two, you'll get a break!
Still there are few things I implore you to heed. Don't
take off the whole break from studying. As tempting as it
may be to do nothing, recall that classes end the very next
week. On top of that, exams begin one week after classes
end. Use the break to catch up on outlining and clarify some
issues you may not understand. It is also a good time to pick
up those supplements, if you haven't already done so. For
the lLs, if you and members of your study group are intown,
try meeting during the break to discuss your group sched
ules, progress, etc.
With that said, let me also admonish you that it is a
holiday. We are all lured to overstudy, cram and lock our
selves in the room while eveiyone else is eating for the sec
ond (or third) time. That's nonsense and it is unhealthy to
neglect yourself during Thanksgiving. Take some time off
from studying to clear your head a little. You need the rest
from the work you've done and the monster tasks that are
ahead. Trust me, it is wise to have the downtime because the
coming weeks will be grueling and any stored energy you
have will come in handy.
Finally, don't listen to what anyone else says they are
doing during that "free week." Comparing yourselves to oth
ers, and thinking that you're so much farther behind them
that you have to play catch-up or that you're a slacker be
cause you don't plan to do any work on Friday and Saturday
but they plan to, will only frustrate you. Being frustrated
will do you no good. You will not have this much time away
"from work" on another Thanksgiving for quite some time,
so take advantage of it, be thankful for it, and don't work the
whole time.
Be thankful for the future because the present can be
maddening. I ad vise you, however, to leave the future in the
future. Take each day asit comes, but be prepared. Take each
exam one at a time and remind yourself that the exams will
end. Take the job search one employer at a time and remem
ber that the job search will result in gainful employment.
We are here at a top tier law school in the capital of the most
powerful country in the world. The economic future of the
country is uncertain, but you will graduate ahead of the game
with a law degree. Be thankful that you have made it this far
and that you are not homeless or destitute. With those tools
in hand, you can be glad that with whatever comes your way,
you can be prepared and that whatever crap you are facing
now will be over in the future!
Last of all, be thankful for whatever makes you happy
because that will be what keeps you sane. This goes beyond
exams and even law school. Sometimes, when the stress nets
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Once Upon a Midsemester Night's Dream
BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JONES
Staff Writer
Wilh final exams looming over us all, student gov
ernment may be the last thing on our minds. It shouldn't.
In a recent interview conducted with 1L evening student
representatives, the mysterious plans for the future of stu
dent government were revealed amidst a puff of smoke
and strike of lightning. STUDENT PARKING EXTEND
LIBRARY HOURS. TYPING ROOMS. ADMISSIONS
STANDARDS. EXAM GRADING TUITION. SOCIAL
EVENTS.
Pufff. It all appeared in a crystalline vision of stu
dent harmony, cheerful professors, helpful deans - all
marching in unison behind the baton-swinging student
representative Elif Yarnall-Cucelogla and the flag-bear
ing evening student SBA representative Adam Nyham. I
wiped the tears of excitement and pride from my eyes and
fell in step with the procession.
Adam Nyham was leading a choir of students in a
regal version of "We are the world, we are the children."
Marching down the busy streets of Washington DC the
students garlanded parking meter-maids who laid down
their tickets and fell in step with the procession. "SBA
representative for the evening division of 1Ls has proposed
a solution for the parking problem!" The words serpentined
through the crowd, and added to the bounce in the step of
the revelers.
While high stepping under the direction of the stu
dent representatives, the head librarian came trotting up
to me and expressed his delight with the student leader
ship. Catching his breath, he yelled above the drowning
celestial marching music, "we shall extend library hours
so that evening students can lighten the hearts of all li
brarians!" At hearing this, many in the crowd who were
wearing turn of the century (19th, that is) top hats and
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Dear Bill & Ted:
-n •/
I am a first-year here at GW and last sum
mer I worked as a waitress at a local restaurant. I
am running low on cash and I was wondering whether you
guys would recommend working at this restaurant part time
during the semester.
- Strapped for cash

paper boy hats, threw them up in the air and said three
cheers for the head librarian. Hip-hip hooray!
Then, out of the blue, and emerging atop the IMF
building, a vision appeared to all - it was the typing room
of Christmas past. It said to the startled crowd with a key
clicking rhythm, "let me rest in peace" and descending
towards the deans in the crowd said, "allow the students to
bring in their laptops to class for their exams. Leave my
memory behind. Times have changed Deans, let me rest,
let me rest." As those last fateful clicking words were

As if in answer to their prayers
Barbri had changed their time
honored policy of offering food and
drink exclusively on Thursdays by
setting up tables full of beer and
chips to honor the reveler's
marathonian effort
uttered from the vision, it began to dissolve in thin air and
the crowd was left silent for a second in melancholic
thought. But as quickly as the vision had disappeared, the
throng resumed its energetic march with much gaiety and
dance.
Being tired with happiness, students desired drink.
As if in answer to their prayers Barbri had changed their
time honored policy of offering food and drink exclusively
on Thursdays by setting up tables full of beer and chips to
honor the reveler's marathonian effort. Adam Nyham now
led the group in a rendition of Johnny Cash's "Ring of
Fire." "Down, down, down, in a burning ring of fire..." as
he urged the administration to burn LSAT records and never
look back.

evening student representative Elif Yarnall-Cucelogla, was
seized with financial inspiration and raced to the front of
the crowd, climbed atop a gold plated garbage can, and
proposed that students be allowed to pay tuition with their
credit cards. The group, which until now had resembled a
jolly but orderly crowd, went into a frenzy of joviality.
Deans and students were seen dancing the tango in a pas
sionate Latino-embrace, cutting through the rush hour
crowds of commuters like Glannon through a civil proce
dure problem. From windows of the fortress-like World
Bank building, businessmen and women representing
major financial and credit card institutions threw so many
bits of paper and colorful tape that the sun was hidden
behind this financial c elebratory atmosphere. After many
hours of reveling, with exhaustion setting in, the group
decided to adjourn until Dec. 18th after Schooner's con
tracts final examination, where evening lLs and 2Ls will
meet again by sign of the ringing of the college bells, and
continue in their merrymaking.
Pufff. I was again in Schaffner's Civil Procedure
class and everyone was gone exceptfor Professor Schaffner
who was busy packing up to go. I wondered if I had been
seized by the most remarkable instance of day dreaming
ever known to man, when up the steps came Professor
Schaffner looking unusually jolly and tired; and oh yes, I
almost forgot... unless my eyes were playing tricks on me,
I would have sworn that Schaffner had some colorful con
fetti on her collar.

After some more reveling, the students noticed that
a few of their fellows looked gloomy! The crowd soon
understood that the professors weresad because exams had
to be graded. In fact, exams had to be graded so quickly
that many professors planned to start grading over the
Thanksgiving break! To this the crowd objected impetu
ously, "Don't be gloomy professors, our student govern
ment will negotiate its non-binding resolution with the
professors and come to a happy understanding." Much
relieved, the professors rejoined the merrymakers because
they could rest assured that Turkey and blue books would
not have to mix in a sloppy gravy of discontent.
On went the cheerful bunch, on past the Washington
Law and Professional Book store. For a second, a student
looked with a twinkle of malice in his eye towards the
bookkeeper, remembering how he had paid 70 dollars for
a casebook. However the student realized that the book
keeper was not responsible for the exorbitant prices, and
encouraged him to close shop and march with them. On
and on the crowd marched. Upon reaching the World Bank,
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face value, we're up to forty-five hours a
week- plus a couple of extra hours each
week for LR & W papers and research
to be his "companion" when his wife isn't around. The assignments. That's more than a lull-time job, but on the
bottom line, dudcttc, isif you need money, go get it. Rob a other hand, that's almost as hectic as the schedule we've
bank, sell drugs or better yet, get a job Much less risk of got to look forward to once we're out of purgatory here.
getting arrested. You need the dough just like the rest of
The bottom line is this: Do you have the time? My
us. Who cares about classes anyway? Take the job with guess is that you don't (I know I don't!), and you will only
the restaurant and just like the Black C rows, "shake that hurt your grades by taking on more than you can handle. I
sympathize with the lack of cash. I'm there myself, but
moneymaker."
you can stretch out the cash you have by careful planning.
Ted: Well, I c an see why Bill is technically a 6L Try cooking for yourself and bringing your lunch from
_ now... Maybe if he got off his lazy ass and... Sorry, this home more often. It's a hell of a lot cheaper to bring sand
isn't advice to Bill. This is advice to a poor, no-money- wiches for a week (approximate cost. $10 for a week) than
havin' student. Before you start a job; you need to seri it is to buy your lunch at the food joints around the law
ously consider how much time it will take up. Yes, you're school (approximate cost $30 per week). Finally, try and
Strapped for cash, but as a law student, you're probably make the ultimate sacrifice (and man, does this one cut to
also strapped for time. You're in class fifteen hoursa week. the bone...) and go to the bar one less night each week.
The reading for classes adds up to around twenty-five to You'll be amazed at how much you save. Bar nights are
thirty pages per hour in class, plus you have papers to write great, but they're hell on the wallet!
for legal research and writing. In undergrad, they told us
Bill and Ted want to hear from you! If you feel lost
that we were supposed to spend two hou rs outside of class
in
the
purgatory that is GW Law and One (Hel)L just isn't
for every hour in class. In undergrad, that was a big joke.
lighting
your path, drop a note in the Nota Bene box in the
Here, though, it's not. You really need to spend that time
Records
Office, and we'll be happy to give you our two
reading and digesting the material in order to understand
what's going on in class. So if we take that statement at cents.

BiLL & TCO S EXCCLLCHt AUZLICC

So are you that chick who was in Donna Summer's
song "She works hard for the money?" I love that song ...
I m ean it sucks ... Iron Maiden rules. So you are low on
cash? I know a way you can make a couple bucks ... you
can work for me. No, not as my concubine -Tm all set in
that department, if you know what I mean (nudge, nudge,
wink, wink). You could do my reading for the semester. I
am looking for somebody who will do all my work so I
have more time to be a lazy bum. Ted just ain't delivering
the grades like he used to. You do all the work, and I get
all the credit.
If you are really strapped for cash, why don't you hit
your parents up for money? I am sure your "daddy" still
calls you princess and he probably bought you that car you
are driving. Hell, he probably pays all your bills and he
put that silver spoon in your mouth. Better yet, go get a
sugar daddy. You k now what I'm talking about - some
dude who's in his 40s who will pay a lot of money for you
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Tips For Preparing For Law School Exams
BY PROFESSOR JALA A MSELLEM
ASSOCIATE DIR ECTOR, LEGA L
RESEARCH A ND WR ITING PROGRAM

pseudo- exam-stress- producing conditions.
Thereafter, you should critically and introspectively assess your performance.

1. OUTLINING COURSES
The process of outlining is forced
learning. Thus, doing so early and on a continuous basis enables understanding and
absorption of material. There is no single
correct way to outline. What is necessary
in an outline for one class may not be needed
in the outline for another class.
What most first year students do not
realize is that obtaining bar exam prepara
tion books in their first semester and using
them in preparing their outlines will help
them with exam performance. Bar exam
books are unique outlines in that they al
low students to see the big picture, which
is often missing on exam answers. Another
major reason students do poorly on exams
is failure to sufficiently use the facts, which
translates into conclusory analysis. Addi
tionally, bar exam materials contain numer
ous practice essay questions which may be
used to test skills. Moreover, when the time
comes for the bar, those students who are
familiar with the bar exam books will have
an advantage since they have already stud
ied the material.

3. ALLOCATE TIME
Before you begin to read anything,
allocate the time you will need to spend on
each question. If each question is equally
weighted, you should spend an equal
amount of time on each question. Adjust
your allocation depending on variable
weights assigned to questions. Stick to your
allocation, and if you have time to come
back to a particular question at the end you
may do so.

of writing the answer you may forget to
make points that were originally in your
outline. Lastly, if you are unable to finish
your answer, the outline may serve as an
answer for grading purposes.

encompasses the concept of reading be
tween the lines. Policy points that are raised
by case law and suggested by the hypotheti
cal also stimulate creative thinking.

10. DO NOT PANIC
6. WRITE A VISUALLY APPEAL
Part of exam preparation involves
ING ANSWER
mental control. Also the more prepared you
Professors will appreciate that you feel through study and practice, the less
have taken steps to write a visually appeal likely it is that you will panic. However, it
ing answer. This includes writing on every is always possible that something on an
other line, writing legibly and using head exam will cause you to panic. For example,
ings and sub-headings. The headings pro you may see an issue that you feel unpre
vide direction to the reader and demonstrate pared to address. In truth you are probably
pre-writing thought and organization. prepared to address the issue, but may only
Headings may be as( brief as referencing be prepared to a certain extent. Resist panic
4. READ THE CALL OF THE causes of actions and elements. Also you because it will inhibit your ability to recall
QUESTION
may choose to underline "buzz" words to what you know about that issue. Panic
Before reading a hypothetical, begin bring them to the professor's attention.
stifles. You cannot afford to allow panic to
by reading the call of the question and any
overcome you and result in failure to an
instructions. The purpose of this is to di
7. USE THE FACTS
swer a question.
rect your focus when you read the facts of
This point cannot be stressed enough.
the hypothetical. If you read the hypotheti Most facts given in a hypothetical are not
11. MAINTAIN PERSPECTIVE
cal first you will waste time reading when red-herrings. They are there for a reason
Each of you has the abilityto succeed
you have no idea which facts are determi and you need to figure out why they are on law school exams. You may do better on
native for the issue and which are red-her there. Then you need to use that fact to but some than others, but if you diligently fol
rings. After reading the call of the ques tress the point you are making. The best low the above tips youwill do well. Remem
tion, actively read and re-read the hypotheti exam answers manifest meticulous atten ber not to get caught up in grade competi
cal, highlighting important issues and facts. tion to detail of the facts.
tion or what your peers are doing. That will
only serve to distract you and bridle posi
5. CREATE AN OUTLINE
8. CONSIDER ALL SIDES
tive performance. You know best what you
2. R EPETITION IS KEY
Outlining your exam answer before
Every point has a flip side. When a need to do tosucceed. Do it and enjoy learn
Students who are successful in law you begin to write compels you to organize. writer draws a conclusion without consid ing.
school spend a great deal of time prepar This is a critical step. An outline may be as ering counter-analysis, he demonstrates to
Professor Amsellem has been teach
ing for class and exams. They have done so skeletal as the issues, cases and facts you the reader his lack of a complete thought ing Legal Writing for the past ten years.
by rev iewing the material countless times. will cover. To comprise your outline you process. In raising counter-points, support While at Howard Law School she adminis
The more you read class notes, cases and may choose to use IRAC or som
e other form them factually and then refute them factu tered to herfirst year students a quasi-peroutlines, the more the material becomes thereof. The process of reading and re-read ally.
formance bar exam at the end of their first
ingrained in your memory. Visual abilities ing the hypothetical, as well as outlining,
year. This was done in an effort to enhance
are intensified and recall becomes photo should take about one third to one half of
9. BE CREATIVE
bar passage rates and to acclimate students
graphic. Upon every reading, new matter the allotted time. Once a good outline is
Your professor wants you to demon to the task they would encounter in the fu
is gleaned and understanding is heightened. prepared you will not need to spend so much strate that you are a creative and indepen ture. Professor Amsellem has also sat for
Furthermore, there is no substitute for time writing. Your focus will be clear. It is dent thinker. This involves using the law bar exams in four jurisdictions and is ad
taking practice exams under test-like cir also important to review your outline while and facts to support points and counter mitted to the bars of five states. Presently,
cumstances. This means committing your you are writing and after you finish writ points that may only be apparent from an she teaches Legal Research and Writing,
self to three hours of uninterrupted time ing. The purpose of creating an outline is in-depth reading and understanding of the the Writing Fellows and administers The
during which you take a practice test under defeated if you do not use it. Under the stress law and the facts of the hypothetical. This Writing Center.

Tips from the Top:Exam Advice from Dean DeVigne
Bv ANGEUA W ADE
Opinion Editor
The fanaticism of finals is in full
swing and students are scrambling for the
best way to learn a lot of material in a short
amount of time. What better way todiscover
the basic do's and don'ts of exam prepara
tion and exam taking than to talk with one
experienced in these matters? This reporter
posed a few questions to Dean DeVigne,
the Associate Dean for Student Services, on
the subject of exam preparation. In addi
tion to advice received from fellow upper
level students, students may find Dean
DeVigne's exam tips very helpful, indeed.
Q. What is the role of Student Ser
vices during the exam period?
A. During the exam period, the Stu
dent Affairs deans and staff provide the fol
lowing services:
Assist the Records Office and profes
sors in th e administration of all exams;
Assist students who develop severe
illness or have extreme emergencies dur
ing the exam period;
Monitor the beginning and end of all
first year exams to be certain that students
understand the rules of the Academic In
tegrity Code, such as permissible materials
allowed in tlie exam room, stopping exactly
when tune is called, etc
Assist in the administration of exams
for students with disabilities;
Provide limited supplies for students
(e g , extra pencils, pencil sharpener, first

aid kit).
Offer extended office hours: 8:30
a.m. until all evening exams conclude,
Monday through Thursday, and 8:30 a.m.
until all afternoon exams conclude on Fri
days.
Q. What is the best advice you can
give students to minimize their stress?
A. Since the exam period is indeed
stressful, the goal is to manage stress and
harness nervous energy to your advantage.
One helpful strategy is to develop a detailed
daily study plan to which you will truly
adhere. Plan each day very carefully by
specifying the number of hours for study
and review, meetings with study groups,
practice exams or questions, breaks, sleep
ing, exercise (great stress relief), and other
routine life maintenance tasks. Be realis
tic with your plan so that you will not d evi
ate from the schedule.
The Dean also has recommendations
for part-time students. Evening students
should endeavor to minimize added pres
sure and stress in the workplace, and if pos
sible, should take time away from the of
fice the day before and the day of tlieexam.
For students with families, spouses or sig
nificant others, it is often helpful to negoti
ate up front the significant chunks of study
time and that you will need and get assur
ances that you will be relieved of many tasks
and chores that keep the household func
tioning. In exchange, plan to honor or "pay
back" in some meaningful way those who
have helped you, says the Dean. Her other

tips include remaining calm because work
ing into a frenzied hysteria typically does
not enhance exam performance and find
ing ways to inject humor and laughter into
each and every day, and do try to take care
of yourself (get decent meals, sufficient
sleep, exercise, fresh air, etc.) during the
exam period.
Q. How effective are study groups
during this period?
A. Study groups can be invaluable,
as long as each member is diligent in their
own study and preparation and substan
tively contributes to the group. Study
groups can also provide a reassuring and
supportive network to help minimize
stress. It is necessary to structure the group
both in allotted time for study sessions and,
most importantly, the material to be cov
ered during the meeting. The goal is an
effective and productive working group that
adds value to the study process. One or
more of the three study exercises listed be
low are useful for study groups.
Q. What can students do to increase
their level of preparedness for each exam?
A. In response to this question, Dean
DeVigne has 3 suggestions:
Develop a one-page checklist of key
issues to supplement your outline for each
course. Such a document is useful in an
open book exam format. If an exam is
closed book, the checklist becomes an easy
reference point for last minute review be
fore the exam.
Take at least one timed practice exam

if there are old exams on file. If not, p rac
tice writing responses to essay questions.
Test your knowledge of key principles
by w riting hypothetical fact patterns that
correspond to key principles of law. Writ
ing your own hypothetical forces you to
figure out the facts that create the issues,
and the ambiguities in the issues. She of
fers an example on this final point: Write a
fact pattern that highlights the issues of at
tempted murder and provocation. For op
timum benefit, include facts from which
inferences can be drawn that support argu
ments on both sides of each issue.
Q. What are your post-exam sugges
tions, particularly, after each exam?
A. Breathe a sigh of relief and relax
just a little bit before resuming study for
the next exam. (Note: After your last exam,
you may re lax more than just a bit.) Try to
refrain from overly dissecting the responses
to each and every question with your fel
low classmates. Such an effort often results
in little more than heightened anxiety since
students cannot be absolutely certain what
a professor will deem to be a credit worthy
response. Quickly refocus and move on to
the material to be reviewed for the next
exam.
Q. How do you recommend students
utilize their Thanksgiving break?
A. Complete all outlines, prepare a
detailed study plan for the reading days and
beyond, and, for upper level students, work

See ADVICE page 14
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OPINIONS
The Registration Process:
A Shining Example of GW Law's Glaring Flaws
BY E DDIE GOMEZ
Features Editor
Two weeks ago this week, the regis
tration process took place. Not surprisingly,
the GW Law School botched this procedure
horribly. I'm writing this opinion because,
frankly, I'm tired of paying enormous
amounts of money that isn't mine just to
further G W's favoritism of a select few and
general disregard for the average law stu
dent. Since day one, I have not been a huge
fan of this law school, but now into my sec
ond year, I beg an to grow accustomed and
even started to show a little "school spirit"
(but just a little, I promis e). This all ended
abruptly during the registration process.
Professor Paul Butler, one of the
most popular professors in the history of
this law school and, arguably, one of the
best, is apparently leaving to teach at
Harvard Law (although I feel his classes
and point-of-view will do more good here
than at Harvard, who can blame him?).
Anyway, the waiting list for his final class
at this school, Criminal Procedure, was
three pages long. When I found out he
taught Crim Pro, 1 knew that I would have
to use my "priority" sheet. I had every in
tention of filling it out once I sa w that his
class was wait-listed. Additionally, the only
thing the Registration Packet says about
using the "priority" sheet was^that it could
be filled out "for open ancf wait-listed
classes." Now my legal reasoning might
not be on par with those in the Records
Office and the Administration generally, but
I figured this meant that even though the
class was wait-listed, I w ould still be able
to use my "priority" sheet.
I signed up on the wait list and was
at the 11th spot. I knew order didn't mat

ter, but I figured that it would be great if I
could get into the class by lottery. That
way, I could use my valuable "priority"
sheet for another class. So the lottery goes
in and after the lottery is concluded, I no
ticed that I wasn't on the list. No problem,
I thought. I'm just going to have to use my
"priority" sheet. So when I wen t into the
Records Office to do so, I w as told that the
class is now closed andthat I would be pre
cluded from taking Crim Pro with Profes
sor Butler. I was casually informed that a
student who wanted to
get into a wait-listed
class would have to use
their "priority" sheet
BEFORE the lottery was
conducted. THIS HAS
NEVER BEEN MADE
KNOWN TO THE
STUDENT BODY AT
LARGE! This was just
another example of the
Law School catering to
a select few, who are ei
ther "in the loop" for
registration/administra
tion purposes, or who
have exceptional grades,
for CDO/employment purposes. When
asked why this was not printed in the reg
istration packet or otherwise, an employee
responded, "Well, I'll talk to my supervi
sor." Thanks. Not o nly did the Records
Office or the Administration NEVER ex
plain this policy, s ome students who did
use their "priority" sheets still didn't get
into the class.
Which brings me to my next point.
Not only is such a process cumbersome,
inconvenient, and inefficient, many stu
dents' iegal education can be adversely af

fected. For some reason I still cannot un
derstand, the GW Law School offers the
majority of its fundamental (i.e., Copyright,
Patents, Criminal Procedure, Trademark,
etc.) classes exclusively in the fall semes
ter. A wise administrator may argue that
this is du e to space and time constraints,
but this does not prohibit GW Law from
offering at least one class during the spring.
This school forces its students to fight tooth
and nail for information (as evidenced by
the lack of cohesiveness in advertising law
school events) and those
that are without it are left
with no remedy, except
loading up with 16 cred
its in the fall semesters so
that one could feel pre
pared for the imminent
bar exam. IS THIS NOT
THE FUNCTION OF
ANY RESPECTABLE
LAW SCHOOL? The In
tellectual Property pro
gram is especially af
fected by this asinine
policy. GW supposedly
has one of the strongest
IP programs in the na
tion. I would agree with that statement if I
had the luxury of exclusively studying in
the fall and going to class for six years in
stead of three. But none of us do. We must
endure through the spring and be forced to
take classes we really don't need or want,
just to be considered full time (or part time,
depending on your requirements and sched
ule). Moreover, most of the classes offered
are at n ight or in the late afternoon. Last
time I checked, students pay upwards of
$30,000 a year to attend a school that is in
the Top 25 of the nation's law schools, ac-

Baseball's Big Mistake
I have been a fan of baseball since year, yet in the past, players have gone on
my father put a waffle ball bat in my hand strike to make sure every major league
at age five and begged me to hit left-handed player was paid at least $ 150,000. A little
(Turns out I'm right-handed). This year, I over a decade ago, Kirby Puckett received
was able to take the time out of my day to the highest annual major league salary of
watch the entire World Series (and most of $3 million a year. I th ought that was out
the playoffs). Sure my beloved New York rageous at the time, but by today's stan
Yankees didn't win, but it was truly the best dards it is the amount of money a team
platoon player.
World Series tliat I have witnessed in my shells out for a
lifetime. I write, however, not to praise
Major League Baseball, but to criticize
it. Only two days after the Wor-d Se•
ries concluded,' the owners deemed e •
that they would go ahead and •
eliminate two baseball teams, a «
decision that will ultimately live •
in infamy.
#
First of all, since when do*
•
professional sports contract? Oyer •
BY MARK HERSHFIELD
the past decades all professional
sports have been expanding. There is •
now a hockey team in Florida and a foot
•••••»•••••
Nw
ball team in North Carolina (who would of
who are paid in
thought that a decade ago). I have no prob there are players
lem with adding teams, but why would we excess of $20 million for a 162-game sea
all of a sudden turn around and start sub son, a season Which last only nine months
tracting teams. What kind of genius adds out of a year. Greed has always been a
two baseball teams four years ago, only to threat to the game that I love, but never
subtract two today? What was the point of more than it is today.
Greed is motivating this episode of
expanding in the first place then? I f eel
"downsizing."
The owners want to make
like Deion Sanders, because I think the an
larger
profits.
They
don't seem to care that
swer is clear to how we got in this mess ...
children
growing
up
in Montreal, Florida
it must be the money."
or
Minnesota
will
no
longer have a base
Yes, the answer is greed. Professional
ball
team
to
cheer
for.
They don't seem to
sports are all dominated by greed. Athletes
care
about
the
players
of
those teams whose
are greedy (not all of them, but most of
contracts
may
magically
disappear over
them). Many people (like myself) would
night.
They
don't
seem
to
care about the
leap at the opportunity to play professional
cities
that
have
invested
so
much
time and
baseball for the "measly" sum of $50,000 a

resources into their sport's franchises. They
don't seem to care about the individuals
whose livelihood depended on the presence
of a major league baseball team - the hotdog venders, parking attendants and oth
ers, now must look other places for employ
ment. Meanwhile, baseball owners can or
der more champagne while they once again
raise ticket prices at the ballpark.
Baseball is the American past time.
Whether you played baseball in little league,
• in high school, or in college, it has been
•^a part of many of our lives. We grew
• up with it and we fo llow it today.
« The fans make the game. We are
• the ones who cheer and cry when
I our team wins (1996,1998,1999,
• 2000) or when they lose (No, I
• didn't cry after the World Series).
•* Over the years, greed has led to in• creased ticket prices (they have in
creased far beyond the rate of inflation), yet
we still show up to root, root, root for the
home team.
When baseball players and owners
ignore the fans, there is a problem When
ticket prices cost more then some people's
daily salaries, there is a problem. When
players are willing to strike for their "right"
to be millionaires, there is a problem. And
most recently, w hen owners are willing to
destroy the economies and livelihoods of
two cities, there is a problem. I s till be
lieve that baseball is a game, one that should
be enjoyed by everyone, but it is becoming
more obvious day-by-day that it is no longer
a game, but a business.

INSIDE
HERSHFIELD'S
HEAD

cording to U.S. News& WorldReport. Why
should one not be able to take such founda
tional classes year round? All I' m asking
for is a chance to have a robust and wellrounded legal education in the spring and
the fall.
Which brings me to yet another point.
The Outside Placement Program (OPP) re
quires those that take outside placement
credits to enroll in a co-requisite class. In
order for those outside credits (which one
may get from working in a government
agency, for example) to count towards your
overall credit, one must take a co-requisite
class. I believe the prefix "co-" means
something like "at the same time," but
again, my reasoning may not be as sharp
as I th ought. A large portion of st udents
who do engage in this program (usually
lLs) get their outside credits from working
at a number of OPP-approved agencies and
organizations in the D.C. areaover the sum
mer, when most are working for free and
figure that something valuable should be
derived from their work (aside from expe
rience, of course). Apparently, the prefix
"co-" loses its meaning here at GW Law
over the summer. NONE of the "co-"req
uisite classes are offered over the summer
and those students are forced to take their
"co-"requisite during the fall, limiting their
potential class selection even further. This
would not be so bad if students didn't have
to choose from four classes: The Craft of
Judging, Government Lawyering, Public
Interest Lawyering, and The Art of Law
yering. As can be imagined, these classes
lack many things, most notably substance.
One who fails to take their "co-"requisite
(possibly because he/she must take a bunch
of other classes that aren't offered in the
spring?) does not receive credit for their
work over the summer even though they
already paid for the credits. The OPP pro
gram has never adequately explained why
none of those engaging "co-" requisites are
not offered over the sun-mer. Obviously,
there's enough space and timeto offer them,
so there must be another reason.
Let do some math: this school charges
each of us over $30,000 a year for a legal
education. Conservatively speaking, there
are 500 students per year, which leaves us
with a total of 1,500 students. Multiply
30,000 (a lowball figure already) by 1,500
and you get $45,000,000. Let me say that
again: $45,000,000. Granted, the Law
School funds scholarships, and has credi
tors and high salaries to pay, but thi s does
not justify the deplorable condition of the
current facilities. Yes, the school is expand
ing and is being renovated, but there is NO
EXCUSE why the Law School (ooks and
functions the way it does. A competent
administration should prevent GWU and
President Joel Trachtenberg from choking
its cash cow, the Law School, and leaving
it with barely enough funds to operate in a
mediocre fashion.
Most of us are here for only 3 years
and those 3 years go by very, very quickly.
Within those 3 years, an efficient law school
is obligated to give its students a strong
foundation in most aspects of the law. Its
graduating students should be able to pass
the bar in every state of the Union, espe
cially if the school charges over $30,000 a
year in tuition and is one of the Top 25 law
schools in the country. I have not been to
the other Top 24 law schools, but I'm sure
their facilities and modus operandi are ex
traordinary compared to ours. With the
current system at the GW Law School, it's
a miracle we're currently #23 and not #4 3
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Cooking with Chunky Monkey:
How did he get soooo chunky?
Chunky Bean Burger

Monkey Mac

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS
1 cup of elbow macaroni
2 cups soy or rice milk
2 tablespoons of flour
IT cups of shredded soy cheese
1 onion minced
3-4 tablespoons of butter
Salt, pepper and hot Sauce to taste

2 Teaspoons of Oil
•§• cup fin ely chopped onion
4 garlic cloves
i teaspoon cumin
£ teaspoon dried oregano
£ teaspoon freshly ground pepper
f cup chopped fresh cilantro
2 egg whites, beaten
i cup fresh or frozen corn, thawed
hot sauce
6 sandwich buns split
1 15 oz. can of black beans rinsed and drained
i cup chopped roasted red peppers (broiled and peeled)
lj cups bread crumbs (fresh bread crumbs are better)*

RECIPE
1.
Heat oil in la rge skillet over medium heat and add onions.
Cook f or 2 minutes. Add garlic, cumin, oregano and pepper: cook 1
minute. Add bla ck beans; cook 3 minutes.

RECIPE
1.

2.
Place bean mixture in food processor. Add cilantro and
roasted red peppers: process for 15 to 30 seconds or until com
bined. Place in lar ge bowl; stir in egg whites, hot Sauce, bread
crumbs and corn. Cover; refrigerate 15 minutes.

Crank th e oven up to 325F. Cook the macaroni in a p ot of
boiling w ater.

2.

Sautee onion in a tab lespoon of butter until tender and set
aside.

3.

3.
Combine flour, remaining butter, soy or rice milk, salt, pep
per, and hot sauce in a skillet. Cook over medium heat until chunky
free and creamy. Stir in onions.

With floured hands, pat mixture into 6 patties.

4.
Spray large skillet with nonstick cooking spray (wimpy) or
coat with oil. Heat over medium heat until hot. Add patties; cook
6 minutes or until browned and thoroughly heated, turning once.
Serve in san dwich buns.

4.
In a baking dish, layer T of the macaroni, add j of the
cheese and j of the sauce. Repeat layers and top off with remain
ing c heese. Bake at 325F for about 30 minutes. Serve hot.

* To make fresh bread crumbs, tear whole grain bread into pieces;
place in foo d processor. Process 30 to 60 seconds or until coarse.

Nutritional Information: Fattening - good for rounding out the
stomach, hips, and thighs.

ADVICE FROM P AGE 12
toward completing papers that are due the
last week of classes.
Q. Any specific suggestion for the
lLs?
A. Law school exams are likely to be
quite different from other exams taken to
date. Professors take as a given that you
know the material and will not ask ques
tions that call for simple regurgitation of
basic information. Instead, you must ap
ply your knowledge of relevant legal prin
ciples to the specific facts presented. Cor
rect identification of the issues and thor
ough analysis is essential to doing well. By
this point in the semester, most first year
students know most or all of the following
practical exam tips, but a reminder is help
ful:
Arrive to the Law School early to
avoid traffic or commuting delays. No ex
tra time is given to students who report late
to an exam.
Be clear on the materials that are per
mitted in open book exams and bring only
those that are allowed into the room.
NEVER put your name on an exam.
Use you SSN only!!!
READ AND FOLLOW THE EXAM
INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY! If your
Torts professor asks you to address the
plaintiff's options, do not be come counsel
for tire defendant.
Outline your response first before

writing your answer and allocate your time
wisely so as to finish the exam. Do not take
more time on questions than your profes
sor recommends.
Write only on one side of the page in
the exam book.
Write as neatly as possible. You
won't get credit for illegible responses.
Connect the dots. That is, do not
jump in analysis from A to Z. Instead, pro
vide coherent, but succinct analysis of the
issues that arise from the facts presented
(don't assume facts that are not provided)
based on relevant principles of law.
Leave sufficient time to proof read
your answers. Edit neatly.
STOP IMMEDIATELY when proc
tors call lime or risk an academic integrity
charge that will be reported to bar examin
ers.
Finally, whatever you do, the Dean
recommends that you not panic. She of
fers that if you believe you are stumped,
reread the question, consult or recall your
checklist of issues and keyprinciples. Also,
she notes that if need be, move on to the
next question and come back to one tliat
presented more challenges.
Dean Devigne gives her best wishes
to all students during this holiday break,
the exam period, and the end of the semes
ter!

The Only Piece of Exam Advice I
Will Ever Give... I Promise
BY P AUL MEISSNER
Staff Writer
As we enter the final exam (or the
only exam) phase of the semester, I have to
note that everyone in the halls is constantly
talking about outlines. Students of all years
are frantically discussing making outlines,
sharing outlines, and even (gasp!) buying
outlines. Various student organizations run
outline-sharing programs and Dean's fel
lows give outlines to their LRW groups.
I c an't talk about everyone's experi
ences with outlines, but I can discuss my
own. First, last year (when I was a 1L), I
got pretty caught up in the outline craze.
Every weekend for about two months and
everyday during finals, I devoted much of
my time in keeping my outlines up to date.
I tried to make sure that I had everything in
the outline: class notes, material from the
casebook, notes from commercial outlines,
case briefs, so forth and so on. It became a
mechanical process for me. Some people
say that they learn by engaging in the out
lining process. However, if you are like me,
you do not pay as much attention to learn
ing the material as you a re to simply get
ting the outline done.
Second, like most everyone else, I
never outlined a class prior to c oming to
law school. The thought never even oc

curred to me! When I got here, people
started talking about outlines. I thought
that was the way law school worked. Out
lining took up a lot of my time and effort
and I probably could have been doing some
thing more constructive with my time like
discussing issues in study groups, doing
more past exams, or even playing video
games.
Of course, I must make a disclaimer
in order to be fair. Many students say that
they do their best by outlining and that it is
the best way to organize all the material in
a short amount of time. They also main
tain that the outlining process helps in
learning the material, and the end result is
a tool you can take into the exam with you.
As a response, I say that if outlining works
for you, then by all means, do it. I just feel
that there is an alternative to outlining that
could (and does) yield positive results.
I have to conclude with the wisdom I
gathered from my torts professor last year.
He pretty much summed it up with this: "If
there is anything you are good at, it is that
you are students. Each student at GW is
good at learning and has his or her own
method. There is no reason to change your
learning habits simply because youare deal
ing with different material. In light of that
wisdom, I stopped outlining and have never
looked back.

Nota Bene
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The Big Question:
If You Could S it on Santa's Lap and Tell Santa what you
wanted for Christmas,
Who would be Your S anta and what would you ask for?
"My Santa would be Uncle
Sam and I'd ask him to pay
off all my student loans."
Mitka Ha yes, 1L Day

"Dean Young wo uld b e my Santa and
I'd ask t h a t more aestheticallypleasing women b e admitted to t he
law school."
Jon Zucker, 3L Day

"Jennifer
Lopez would b e
my San ta and
I'd ask her t o
deliver Halle
Berry to me
wearing only
my stocking."
Brian Williams,
3L Day

"My Sa nta would be
Reverend Robert
Schuller. I 'd sit on his
lap and ask him to ta ke
me for a ride on th e
Hour of Power."
Dustin Allison, 3L Day

"My Santa
would be
Michael
Jackson. I'd
ask for him
to be black
again."
Angelia
W ade, 3L
Day

"My Santa would be
Nia Long and I would
ask to spend an
evening with her in a
cabin in t h e mountains,
in fro nt of a fireplace
on a bear-skin rug,
wearing extremely
comfortable at ti r e and
discuss the finer
points of t he Rule
Against P erpetuities."
Curtis Osborne, LL.M
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